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ABSTRACT
The development of population-wide descriptions of human rib and rib cage
geometry
by
Sven Alan Holcombe
Co-Chairs: Professor James B. Grotberg, Professor Stewart C. Wang
Elderly individuals, obese individuals, and females all have greater risk of rib fractures
and other associated thoracic injuries than younger mid-sized male adults in motor vehicle
crashes. Differences in body morphology between these vulnerable populations and the
subjects represented by physical or computational human body models is a potential source
for this risk disparity, and efforts are required to quantify these differences in order to
protect a wider population.
We present a novel parametric shape model of the human rib centroidal path using
logarithmic spirals. It provides a more accurate and efficient fit than previous models of
overall rib geometry, and it utilizes direct geometric properties such rib size, aspect ratio,
and “skewness” in its parameterization.
The model was fitted to 21,124 ribs from 1000 adult CT scans, and regression analyses
produced a flexible rib shape model to build ribs typical for any population of a given
age, height, weight, and sex. Significant differences in rib shape were quantified across
populations, and a new aging effect was uncovered whereby rib span and rib aspect ratio
are seen to increase with age, producing characteristically shallower and flatter overall
xiii
rib shapes in elderly populations. This effect was more strongly and directly associated
with age than previously documented age-related changes in rib angulation. Simulated
mechanical loading of ribs showed that the specific changes in shape found with age also
had implications on their ability to resist deformation. Stiffness to body-anterior loading
was seen to increase with age by up to 30% across a 70-year age difference.
Finally, we place ribs into their appropriate thoracic context by building a similar para-
metric model of the surrounding skeleton. A modular approach is used that ensures accu-
racy in key geometric measures, and results show the accumulated effects on overall chest
shape that come from individual variations in the ribs, spine, sternum, and their relative
positions.
This study can be used to help build population-specific computational models of the
thoracic rib cage. Furthermore, results provide quantitative population corridors for rib
shape parameters which can be used to improve the assessment and treatment of rib skeletal
deformity and disease.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Epidemiology and vulnerable populations
Motor vehicle crashes (MVCs) are a leading cause of injury and mortality worldwide.
Approximately 33,000 people die every year in the United States in MVCs, with even
higher rates prior to 2010 (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 2014). MVCs
are a significant problem when they involve elderly occupants (Zhou et al., 1996; Holcomb
et al., 2003; Ridella et al., 2012), and shifts in most countries’ demographics show that
we, as a population, are aging. The proportion of the population aged 65 and older is
projected to make up 20 % of the US population by 2030 (Ortman et al., 2014) and 26 % of
the population in developed countries by the year 2050 (United Nations, 2015). An aging
population comes with associated increases in the total number of older road users, with 37
million licensed drivers over 65 in the US in 2013, an increase of 37 % from 1999 (Federal
Highway Administration, 2015a,b). Preusser et al. (1998) showed that drivers aged 65–69
years were 1.29 times more at risk of being involved in fatal crashes and drivers aged 85
and older were 3.74 times more at risk when compared to drivers aged 40–49.
Obesity rates have also risen substantially since the 1980s in the US and other countries,
and in 2009–2010 more than one-third of US adults were categorized as obese (Ogden et al.,
2012; Finucane et al., 2011; Shields et al., 2011). Rice and Zhu (2014) found that obese
vehicle drivers are more likely to die from MVCs than non-obese occupants involved in
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the same collision. Fatality risk increased with increasing Body Mass Index (BMI), with
a 1.21 times greater risk at BMI 30–35 than normal BMI (18.5–24.9), and a 1.80 times
greater risk at BMI 40+. That same study also found that fatality risk was slightly raised for
underweight drivers as compared to normal weight drivers, and that BMI effects varied by
gender (Rice and Zhu, 2014). Injury risk is seen to increase with obesity, where front-seat
occupants of MVCs with BMI 30–35 had over 54 % higher risk of injury than an occupant
with a BMI of 22 (Viano et al., 2008). Ma et al. (2011) similarly found increased injury
risk with obesity in non-fatal MVCs and showed that this association was much stronger
for obese male drivers than female drivers.
There is also a gender difference in overall crash patterns and injury outcomes. Traffic
safety data shows that driving exposure is higher for males than females, with 33 % more
annual vehicle miles traveled per male driver (FHA, 2010). However, this difference in
exposure is narrowing (Romano et al., 2008; Pulido et al., 2016), and when considering the
relative density of incidence, there is a higher proportion of injurious crashes per million
vehicle miles traveled for female compared to male drivers (DOT, 2008). Overall this leads
to a greater relative injury risk for females (Parenteau et al., 2013), and Bose et al. (2011)
showed that the odds for a belt-restrained female driver to sustain severe injuries were 47 %
higher than those for a similarly restrained male driver involved in a comparable crash.
When considering MVC fatalities as a whole, over 70 % occur in frontal impacts (Mor-
ris et al., 2003). In such crash configurations the body is generally loaded through the chest
or thorax, and the crash safety community places continued effort on developing advanced
restraint systems that can mitigate or manage that load. In frontal impacts, age is associ-
ated with an increased risk of injury to all body regions; however, the most pronounced age
effect is seen in the risk of injury to the thorax (Kent et al., 2005a, 2008; Morris et al., 2003;
Lee et al., 2006). A gender effect exists in frontal impacts also, with older females in par-
ticular more likely to have thoracic injuries than older males (Carter et al., 2014; Ridella
et al., 2012). Furthermore, obese occupants are at increased risk of thoracic injuries in
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frontal impacts compared to non-obese occupants (Cormier, 2008).
Rib fractures are the most common form of severe chest injury in frontal crashes – they
occur in over 90 % of fatalities to belted occupants – and the risk of mortality goes up as
the number of ribs fractured increases (Arajärvi and Santavirta, 1989; Abdulrahman et al.,
2013; Holcomb et al., 2003; Bulger et al., 2000). Consistent with chest injuries as a whole,
rib fractures show higher incidence rates in the elderly over younger occupants (Lee et al.,
2006; Ridella et al., 2012). Once sustained, rib fractures can cause a number of physiolog-
ical complications including pain, reduced vital capacity, and a decreased ability to clear
secretions, and rib fractures are often associated with pulmonary contusions causing fur-
ther and significant respiratory distress (Livingston and Hauser, 2004). Rib fractures are
particularly problematic for the elderly, who tend to experience poorer outcomes when sus-
taining them, including longer hospital stays, longer periods on ventilation, increased risk
of pneumonia, increased risk of mortality, and a greater overall economic burden (Bulger
et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2006; Holcomb et al., 2003; Bergeron et al., 2003).
Motor vehicle safety as a whole has improved dramatically over time due to innovations
in vehicle systems, restraint technologies, policy changes, and driver education. However,
in the adult population, the elderly, the obese, and females are groups that are vulnera-
ble to death or injury – involving the thorax and ribs in particular – and this vulnerability
occurs in some of the most prevalent crash configurations. We, as a safety community,
have an opportunity to make new gains in occupant protection by specifically identifying
and addressing safety concerns for those populations most at risk. In this thesis we will
investigate the variability in rib shape and mechanics from broadly sampled subjects who
are inclusive of these vulnerable populations. In doing so we can better understand the rea-
sons behind their increased thoracic injury risk in MVCs, and also gain insight for potential
remedies.
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1.1.1 The rib cage in clinical applications
1.1.1.1 The rib cage in CPR
Rib fractures are also a concern in areas outside of motor vehicle safety. Rib frac-
tures are common during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), with a review by Hoke and
Chamberlain (2004) showing that reported rib fracture rates during CPR varied between
13–97 % across a number of studies with differing detection methodologies. A recent
study reported fractures occurring during CPR at rates of 77 % and 85 % for males and
females, respectively (Kralj et al., 2015). Furthermore, a 2004 study showed most frac-
tures associated with CPR were left undetected and unreported using conventional X-ray
investigations (Lederer et al., 2004), suggesting that the prevalence of rib fractures after
CPR may be higher than previously thought. While it is true that rib fractures themselves
are a relatively low concern when CPR is being administered, it should be noted that their
presence can still cause complications and prolong recovery times. As such, a better under-
standing of the mechanics of ribs under loading – and how to best avoid fractures during
compression – has the potential to improve outcomes from interventions like CPR.
1.1.1.2 Rib shape in device design
When left untreated, poorly healed fractured ribs can lead to chronic pain, disability,
and deformity (Gordy et al., 2014). Surgical rib fixation (SRF) is a treatment modality
whereby a rib fixation system, usually titanium, is connected to fractured ribs either through
screws or clips so as to stabilize and support the fractured region. SRF is becoming increas-
ingly accepted and has been shown in flail chest patients to reduce ventilator times, inten-
sive care stay, and costs of treatment (Tanaka et al., 2002; Granetzny et al., 2005; Marasco
et al., 2013). SRF, however, has still not become standard of care, due in part to a lack
of appropriate devices, leading to the use of alternative fixations that are associated with
hardware failures (Marasco et al., 2010; Marasco and Saxena, 2015). Many of the devices
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used in SRF come pre-contoured, however further contouring is often required to better
match the rib, and with any device a small amount of spring-back is expected (Marasco
and Saxena, 2015). It would be in the best interests of patients, doctors, and device manu-
facturers to optimize this fit between device and rib cage in advance, which would reduce
overall surgery lengths and improve patient outcomes.
1.2 Background on thoracic anatomy
Before investigating rib cage and rib anatomy in detail, we will start with an overview
of the human thorax and the role of the rib cage within it. We will also introduce some
terminology that will be used throughout this thesis.
The thorax sits in the superior portion of the human trunk above the abdomen. It con-
tains the chest which, broadly speaking, can be compartmentalized from the superficial
aspect to the deep aspect into three layers:
Skin and subcutaneous layer contains the skin, subcutaneous fat, and some superficial
musculature such as the pectoral muscles and paraspinous muscles.
Thoracic wall (or chest wall) includes the spine, the ribs, the sternum, costal cartilage,
and intercostal musculature.
Thoracic cavity includes the pulmonary cavity, and contains vital organs such as the heart,
the lungs, and major blood vessels.
This thesis will deal primarily with the skeletal components of the thoracic wall which,
together, form the rib cage.
1.2.1 The thoracic rib cage
The primary function of the rib cage is to provide protection to the heart, lungs, and
other thoracic organs (Gray, 1918). Additionally, major upper abdominal organs such as
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the liver and the spleen are protected by the rib cage, despite sitting below the diaphragm
and in the abdominal cavity.
The rib cage contains twelve left and right pairs or levels of ribs, and the ribs are counted
from 1st (superior-most) to 12th (inferior-most). Ribs can be further distinguished as true
ribs, false ribs, and floating ribs (Figure 1.1). The true ribs (levels 1 to 7) each have a direct
connection to the sternum through a segment of costal cartilage. The false ribs (levels 8
to 10) are only indirectly connected to the sternum, with their segment of costal cartilage
attaching to one or more ribs above. Finally, the floating ribs (11th and 12th) have no
cartilage connection to the sternum, instead ending in the abdominal musculature, and are
generally shorter and oriented more laterally than their superior neighbors.
T12
T1
L1
Sternum
T12
L1
Rib
Costal
cartilage
Costo-
chondral
junction
False
ribs
True
ribs
Floating
ribs
Figure 1.1: Anatomy of the rib cage from lateral and anterior views (Gray 1918).
The ribs are connected to their adjacent neighbors via three layers of intercostal mus-
culature (Huelke, 1976), as well as thin but tough membraneous layers of connective tis-
sue that lines the chest wall on the superficial (external intercostal membrane) and deep
(endothoracic fascia and parietal pleura) sides. All of the twelve ribs articulate with the
thoracic vertebrae of the spine, and these vertebrae are labeled with equivalent numbers to
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the ribs. For example, the 7th ribs articulate primarily with the T7 vertebra at that vertebra’s
body and transverse process. However, they do additionally articulate with the body of the
vertebra above, see below.
Some degree of variation from the standard rib topology is seen, with some individuals
having fewer (11) or more (13) rib levels. This is usually in the form of extra floating
ribs at what would be the L1 vertebra, but some individuals may instead have an extra
thoracic vertebra with an accompanying pair of true or false ribs. Another atypical rib
pattern includes bifurcation of one or more ribs, often accompanied by additional costal
segments attaching each rib end to the sternum. Throughout this thesis we will generally
deal with subjects having a standard rib topology.
1.2.2 The rib
Ribs within the rib cage vary in size and shape; however, there are several geometric
features that are shared between rib levels. An overview of those features that are typical
of an isolated rib is provided in Figure 1.2. The end closest to the spine is called the
head of the rib, which articulates with the demifacet (a small indentation) of the thoracic
vertebra with matching vertebral number (e.g., 7th rib articulates with T7, the 7th thoracic
vertebra) and one vertebra superior (e.g., 7th rib also articulates with T6). Together this joint
between a rib and two vertebrae is called the costovertebral joint. Each rib also articulates
at its tubercle process with the transverse process of its same-numbered vertebra at the
costotransverse joint.
Between the head and the tubercle lies the neck of the rib: a short section that is
straighter than other regions of the rib. Beyond the tubercle is the rib shaft (also known
as the rib body or diaphysis), which provides the rib’s typical sweeping arc-like shape and
makes up the majority of the rib’s length. One main prominence is visible beyond the tuber-
cle, and that is the rib angle which forms a line on the superficial side at the attachment site
for the iliocostalis tendon. On the deep side, the shaft forms a continuous smooth surface,
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which helps accommodate sliding movement of the lungs during respiration. Each rib has
its own innervation and blood supply (the intercostal neurovascular bundle), which runs
along the inferior boundary on the inner surface of the rib in a valley known as the costal
groove. This groove is most prominent in mid-level ribs and at lateral regions from the rib
angle and towards the middle of the shaft.
Figure 1.2: Overview of anatomic features of the human rib, shown from an inferior
view (Gray, 1918). The head and tubercle articulate with the spine, while the costochondral
junction interfaces with costal cartilage.
Due to the variation across the rib cage, confusion can arise from terminology used to
describe the two opposite ends of a rib. This occurs because terminology that is applicable
to some rib levels might not be both clear and consistent across all rib levels. Referring
to “anterior” or “posterior” rib ends is problematic since lower ribs actually extend more
laterally than anteriorly. Using “vertebral” and “sternal” terminology has the caveat that
lower, floating ribs also do not extend towards the sternum. Here, we will use the anatomi-
cal terminology of “proximal” and “distal”, with the intention in both cases to refer to ends
of the ribs proximal to the spine or distal to the spine. Thus when referring to a direction
along the rib, the terms proximal and distal will be used throughout this text, and we will
occasionally append “to the spine” as a reminder for the reader.
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Rib bone material is typical of many long bones in the body, being composed of min-
eralized Type I collagen fibers and inorganic hydroxyapatite. It consists of a harder outer
cortical shell and an inner trabecular matrix of a network of collagen struts. Bone mar-
row is stored in a medular cavity inside the trabecular region, covered by the endosteum
connective tissue layer. Superficially, another membrane-like layer called the periosteum
surrounds the cortex itself.
To provide context for the variation in size and shape seen throughout the rib cage,
Figure 1.3 gives an arrangement of all isolated ribs shown to an equivalent scale. Here it can
be seen that the first rib is unique in being the smallest and also having a substantially wider
and flatter cross-section than other ribs, as well as a more pronounced tubercle prominence.
The 2nd through 7th ribs have a more traditional appearance, and then ribs become longer
and less curved as they progress downwards (Saladin, 2009).
Figure 1.3: Comparative shape and size of all rib levels.
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1.2.3 The local rib coordinate system
Here we will introduce a local rib coordinate system similar to that used in a number
of past studies (Kindig and Kent, 2013; Holcombe et al., 2013). Figure 1.4 shows the
position and orientation of this coordinate system within the rib cage, and Figure 1.5 shows
reoriented views of a single rib fitted to its local plane. The origin of this coordinate system
is located at the center of the proximal (to the spine) end of the rib. The plane’s x-axis
extends from this origin and intersects the center of the distal end of the rib at the costo-
chondral junction. The y-axis is then chosen so as to minimize the out-of-plane distance of
a series of equally spaced points placed at the center of cross-sections along the length of
the rib. For instance, Figure 1.5 shows the proximal section of the rib diving below the x-y
local plane (negative z-coordinates), and the distal section of the rib rising above it (positive
z-coordinates). The exact orientation of the y-axis has been computed such that the sum
total of z-coordinates from points along the center of the rib is zero.
Figure 1.4: Sagittal view of the rib cage and rib plane showing plane orientation. The local
rib x-axis extends through the proximal and distal rib ends, and the rib plane is chosen to
minimize out-of-plane deviation of points distributed along the rib.
The orientation of this rib plane within the body provides important measures of rib
angulation (see Chapter 3). However, within the in-plane view of a single rib, we can also
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Figure 1.5: In-plane view and out-of-plane view of a single rib.
define some intrinsic geometric characteristics for size and shape. Firstly, the rib size or rib
span is given by the linear distance between proximal and distal rib ends, referred to in this
thesis by the parameter Sx. Next, we can specifically label the rib peak as the position on
the rib (at its cross-sectional centroid) furthest perpendicularly from the x-axis as shown in
Figure 1.6. The local x- and y- coordinates of the rib peak then define the rib aspect ratio
and rib skewness. The aspect ratio is given by the height (y-coordinate) of the rib peak
divided by the rib span Sx, and the skewness is given by the relative x-coordinate of the rib
peak and Sx. The aspect ratio increases as the rib peak moves closer to the x-axis, and the
skewness of a rib increases as the peak shifts towards the local y-axis. These concepts and
other intrinsic properties of a rib’s geometry will be explored in greater depth in Chapters 2
and 3.
Figure 1.6: In-plane view showing rib size represented by the span from the proximal end
to distal end (Sx), and the rib peak position.
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1.3 Physical models and ATDs
A ubiquitous tool in motor vehicle safety over the last 30 years has been the anthropo-
morphic test device (ATD), colloquially termed the crash test dummy. ATDs allow engi-
neers to test vehicles and safety devices under controlled conditions, and to assess whether
the forces experienced by the ATD would correspond to injurious conditions for an occu-
pant. As such, ATDs are designed so that their physical response to loading meets corridors
that are derived from multiple sources of biomechanical data. When considering thoracic
biomechanics, physical models have been primarily used including volunteers (subjected
to non-injurious loads), post-mortem human surrogate (PMHS), and animals.
In the 1970s a landmark set of experiments were performed at the General Motors (GM)
Research Laboratories, published through a number of studies from Kroell et al. (1971;
1974; 1976), Nahum et al. (1971), Neathery (1974; 1975), and others. These tests were
performed on unrestrained PMHS subjects who were subjected to thoracic hub-loading,
and their results set the template for biofidelity corridors used to benchmark ATDs. In fact,
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) standard for occupant pro-
tection (FMVS) 208) had originally specified only the type of occupant restraints (i.e., seat
belts) required by new vehicles. In 1983, however, GM successfully petitioned NHTSA
to allow the use of the Hybrid III mid-size adult male dummy as an alternate device for
compliance testing of frontal impact passive restraint systems, based largely on the results
and analysis from this prior thoracic testing (Mertz et al., 2003).
Follow-up PMHS studies have added restraints to their experimental setup to investigate
the thoracic response to airbag-type distributed loading (Yoganandan et al., 1993; Morgan
et al., 1994; Trosseille et al., 2008) and to shoulder-type diagonal belt loading Morgan et al.
(1994); Cesari and Bouquet (1994). Tests examining the thoracic response under multiple
loading directions have also been performed, representative of loading applied to the body
from a lateral direction (Stalnaker et al., 1979; Marcus et al., 1983; Viano et al., 1989;
Cavanaugh et al., 1993) and loading from oblique directions (Kent et al., 2003a; Shaw
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et al., 2006).
1.3.1 Chest injury criteria
Developed by the Association for the Advancement of Automotive Medicine, the Abbre-
viated Injury Scale (AIS) is classification scheme for injuries and their severity. It contains
a large listing of injuries to all parts of the body, each with an associated severity: 0 (no
injury), 1 (minor), 2 (moderate), 3 (serious), 4 (severe), 5 (critical), and 6 (maximal -
currently untreatable) (Gennarelli et al., 2008). When considering rib fractures, the num-
ber and configuration of fractures determines AIS severity, where a serious AIS 3+ injury
involves fracture of at least 3 separate ribs on one side of the body, while a severe AIS 4+
injury involves at least 5 ribs (or 3 bilaterally) including a “flail” rib having two fracture
locations. Flail ribs involve a free-floating rib segment between fractures, causing a partic-
ularly unstable chest wall and leading to severe breathing difficulties.
ATDs alone do not provide counts of rib fractures under impact; instead they output
direct measures of physical stimuli such as forces, displacements, and accelerations at dif-
ferent locations in the thorax. Researchers have used the AIS system in combination with
results from the PMHS and other physical tests described above to develop specific injury
criteria from the measurements taken by ATDs under similar loading. From the earliest
such efforts to predict thoracic AIS (Kroell et al., 1974), measures that included sternal
or chest deflection have consistently shown best correlation with injury severity (Neathery
et al., 1975; Melvin et al., 1975; Morgan et al., 1994; Eppinger, 1989; Kent et al., 2001).
The current vehicle safety standards use the Combined Thoracic Index (CTI) (Eppinger,
1989), which takes into account both deformation and acceleration of the chest measured
anteriorly at the sternum. A critical chest deflection of 63 mm represents a 33 % chance of
an AIS 3+ injury in a mid-sized male, with this value scaled by relative chest depth when
smaller or larger ATDs are used.
It is clear that deflection of the chest, either at the sternum or measured in other areas
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of the ribs, is strongly associated with the risk of injury. One factor that is not directly
addressed by ATDs, however, is that the ability of the body to withstand such deformation
has also shown a strong age effect (Kent and Patrie, 2005; Zhou et al., 1996). Specifically,
a 30-year-old subjected to 35 % chest deflection had a 50 % risk of rib fracture, while that
same risk in a 70-year-old was seen after just 13 % deflection, indicating a wide range in
the tolerance to loading across the age spectrum.
1.3.2 Isolated rib testing
Biomechanical testing of the thorax can be performed at multiple scales from full bodies
through micro-analysis of bone tissue. ATDs are at the global end of this spectrum and
provide measures such as chest deflection as an indicator of potential rib fractures, whereas
the fractures themselves occur in the body at the microstructure level. Between these levels,
a number of studies have looked at ribs in isolation – as excised from PMHS subjects – to
help understand their biomechanical response to loading. Charpail et al. (2005) established
a testing framework that simulated the type of anterior-posterior loading seen in frontal
impacts. They used 4th to 9th ribs and applied dynamic loading to the distal end in the
rib’s major plane via a pendulum impactor, and failure force and displacement (giving rib
stiffness), as well as rupture energy were reported. A similar experimental setup was used
by Daegling et al. (2008) who loaded eight adult ribs (of unspecified subjects and levels) to
failure in order to understand strain and fracture patterns for informing forensic analyses.
Kindig et al. (2011) tested 2nd to 10th ribs from three subjects, reporting strain histories and
average differences in stiffness and mechanical response by rib level, with 2nd ribs being 3
to 4 times stiffer than other levels. Agnew et al. (2015) was the first to assess population
trends in isolated rib testing. They applied dynamic loading using an impactor to 140 ribs
from 70 individuals across a full age spectrum including children. Results for these isolated
rib tests showed a significant decrease in rib stiffness with age (at around 0.33 N/mm per
decade), as well as a decrease in the displacement that ribs underwent before fracture.
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1.4 Computational models of the human body
Motor vehicle crash safety is transitioning from solely physical test devices (ATDs)
to greater use of computational human body models for impact and injury simulation.
These models are largely based on the internal anatomy of selected individuals, usually
chosen to represent the average external anatomy of a demographic such as the 50th per-
centile Male (M50). Over the last 20 years a large collection of finite element (FE) mod-
els representing a mid-sized M50 male have been produced including the LAB/CEESAR
model (Lizee et al., 1998), the GM model (Deng et al., 1999), the Human Model for Safety
(HUMOS) (Robin, 2001; Vezin and Verriest, 2005), the H-model (Choi et al., 1999; Haug
et al., 2004), the Takata model (Zhao and Narwani, 2005), the Ford model (Ruan et al.,
2003, 2005), the THUMS model (Iwamoto et al., 2002), the Global Human Body Models
Consortium (GHBMC) model, and a Chinese 50th percentile male model (Cai et al., 2013,
2015). Notably, the Total Human Model for Safety (THUMS) and GHBMC now include
accompanying models for a small female (F05) and large male (M95) in addition to their
M50 baseline model, and they have produced or plan to produce models of children of
varying ages. Notable still in this group, however, is that females, when represented, are
represented only by models for a small-statured individual (F05), obese individuals are not
well represented (the M95 models are not obese; having BMI of approximately 28 they are
classified as overweight), and the concept of age (i.e., an elderly model or a young model)
is not represented within this base group.
A recent review of computational models (Hu and Reed, 2012) identifies a current need
for a more diverse modeling approach whereby at-risk or vulnerable populations are specif-
ically included in modeling efforts. In the review and elsewhere, elderly occupants, female
occupants, obese occupants, and children are all identified as having greater risk of injury
in particular body regions. As introduced above, aging increases the risk of injury to every
body-region, with thorax injury risk showing the most pronounced age effect in frontal
impacts. The rib cage is of primary structural importance in frontal impacts as it interacts
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with multiple safety systems (seatbelt, airbag), and a disproportionately high number of rib
fractures are seen in elderly occupants.
Three broad categorizations of the factors affecting injury risk can be made (Kent et al.,
2005b):
• geometric characteristics of the body including size, shape, and orientation of bones
• compositional characteristics such as cross-sectional areas of the cortical bones and
soft tissues
• material characteristics of the tissues themselves including elastic or viscoelastic
properties, failure strengths, and volumetric behavior
A major milestone in computational biomechanics would be a human model, suite of
models, or indeed a flexible modeling system, that provided engineers with a tool that
incorporated each of the factors above in order to represent a biofidelic thoracic response
for any chosen demographic. While this goal has not yet been reached, a number of studies
have contributed to the body of knowledge required to build such a tool. This thesis will
focus on the first point above – the geometric characteristics of the body – and in particular
address the geometric variation in the ribs and rib cage that occurs across populations.
1.4.1 Rib and rib cage characterization
Most of the full-sized human body FE models from above have been developed based
on the internal geometry of a single representative individual scanned on a one-off basis.
There have also been a number of studies aimed at characterizing parts of thoracic anatomy
in a quantitative fashion that could, when applied over a large population, be used to inves-
tigate variation in thoracic geometry on a population scale. These efforts to quantify rib and
rib cage shape have followed one of two general methodologies. The first takes landmarks
placed strategically across the rib cage from a series of individuals, then uses a combina-
tion of Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
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to quantify changes in those landmarks across populations. Gayzik et al. (2008) used GPA
to analyze 106 landmarks from 63 adult male rib cages (Slice and Stitzel, 2004; Gayzik
et al., 2008) and described a rounding of the rib cage with aging. Weaver et al. (2014) used
a similar technique with a more complete set of landmarks across the rib cage and applied
it to a larger population including 164 adults and 175 children to quantify rib cage mor-
phology changes as a whole, reporting increased rib angles and a rounding of the rib cage
with age. Shi et al. (2014) applied GPA and PCA to 464 landmarks from 89 subjects and,
along with confirmation of an increase in rib angle with age, reported an increase in rib
cage depth coupled with a reduction in rib cage width. A followup to Shi et al. (2014) was
published by Wang et al. (2016), who increased the subject count to 101 subjects, added
thoracic spine and sternal geometry to their landmark set, and improved aspects of the nor-
malization of subjects for use in PCA. While techniques such as GPA and PCA provide
an overall quantification of the rib cage, their results usually combine the changes in bone
shape with the changes in bone position and orientation. Such techniques do allow for the
creation of morphing maps that, when applied to an atlas or known geometric mesh, allow
for the visualization of modes of deformation to the rib cage. However, the quantification
itself is in the form of a large array of landmark coefficients, and these can be difficult
to interpret or use when comparing subjects outside the original group to those inside the
sample population.
A second general methodology isolates the ribs themselves and characterizes their
shapes using measures from geometric primitives. Examples include rib shape representa-
tions using a circular ring (Kent et al., 2001), an arc (Schultz et al., 1974), an ellipse (Mar-
gulies et al., 1989), and a pair of superimposed arcs (Roberts and Chen, 1972; Roberts,
1977). Ribs have also been represented within physical models of the larger thorax using
similar geometric primitives. When developing the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE)
scaling protocol for adult ATDs, Mertz et al. (1989) simplified the elastic component of
the dummy chest as a rib built from a single circular hoop. This scheme was duplicated
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by Kent et al. (2001) in an analytic model of the thorax for comparing restraint condi-
tions during chest compression. Mohr et al. (2007) measured curvature of the external
surface using circles fitted to a sliding window along sections of the rib, but no mathemati-
cal model of the overall centroidal axis was used. The most recent and thorough exposition
of a mathematical shape model was provided by Kindig and Kent (2013), who presented
a seven-parameter model using a circle and semi-ellipse connected by short patches. The
benefits and limitations of this model will be examined more closely in Chapter 2, where
a new formulation using logarithmic spirals is proposed. An overall benefit of all mod-
els using this parametric approach is the potential to follow the trends in parameters as
they change across populations. In terms of age effects, Holcombe et al. (2013) used the
Kindig and Kent model to show the growth of ribs across childhood. However, to date,
these direct models of rib shape have not been applied to large adult populations for the
study of changes with age within adults, despite experimental studies of isolated ribs under
loading reporting significant changes in rib stiffness and fracture onset with age (Agnew
et al., 2015).
1.4.2 Understood aging effects
When describing global geometric changes of the rib cage with age, a number of studies
have reported that an effect of age on the adult rib cage is to gradually increase the angle of
ribs with respect to a horizontal plane over time. This understanding originated from Kent
et al. (2005b) and was highlighted by a figure of two individuals’ rib cages taken from a
lateral view, one with more horizontally oriented ribs than the other. The same figure has
been reproduced in a number of publications and presentations, often with annotated labels
of “young vs. old” ribs (Figure 1.7). Subsequent studies that address rib cage changes
with age have all referred to this rib angle increase and confirmed its presence to some
degree (Gayzik et al., 2008; Weaver et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016). This
has led to the general consensus that rib angle is the primary geometric aging effect asso-
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ciated with rib cage geometry. In Kent et al. (2005b) however, it is often overlooked that a
multivariate analysis including predictors of age and BMI showed that BMI was the driving
factor behind increased rib angle (4o increase with only 4.8 added BMI points, p < 0.001)
compared to age (4o increase with 55 added years, p = 0.018). In fact, the original figure
actually shows a young rib cage with low BMI compared to an old rib cage with high BMI,
rather than simply an age comparison, as it has become known to be.
(a) Figure 4 from Kent et al. (2005b). (b) Partial Figure 1 from Hu and Reed (2012).
Figure 1.7: Prior literature has described the primary effect of age on rib shape to be
increased rib angle within the chest.
1.5 CT image volumes
The primary data source for the content of this thesis will be computed tomography
(CT) scan image volumes taken in a hospital setting as part of routine patient care. A
typical CT scan output consists of a series of 2D radiographic slices through the body that
are stacked to form a 3D volume. Pixels in slices (or voxels in image volumes) are displayed
with pixel intensity representing relative radiodensity of the tissue or material in that spatial
location. An exemplar axial image slice through the chest is shown in Figure 1.8. Intensities
are given in Hounsfield Units (HU), which are calibrated with air at −1000 HU, water at
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0 HU, and different density bone ranging from around 150 HU to over 1000 HU.
Figure 1.8: Example axial CT slice through the chest. Image intensity indicates tissue
radiodensity, and ribs are seen in oblique cross-section as they pass through the axial plane.
When using medical CT images to represent human geometry, a number of factors
will affect image detail and clarity, and consequently the ability to extract accurate spatial
information from those images:
In-plane image resolution. Typically for abdomen/thorax scans 512-by-512 pixels are used
to cover the cross-section of the body, resulting in between approximately 0.3 mm/pixel
for infants to 1.5 mm/pixel for larger adults.
Slice spacing. Spacing between consecutive image slices gives the out-of-plane resolution,
and is usually between 0.625 mm to 5 mm.
Slice thickness. Controls the physical region aggregated when calculating pixels for a sin-
gle slice with thinner slices more detailed but also with more high-frequency noise.
For typical medical images, slice thickness is similar to slice spacing.
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1.5.1 The ICAM morphomics and CT database
The human data to be presented in this thesis has been collected through the Interna-
tional Center for Automotive Medicine (ICAM) scan and morphomics database. The scan
database is a collection of CT scans themselves sourced primarily from the University of
Michigan or other hospital radiology archives. The scan database is part of the larger UM
Morphomics System, which is designed to link 3D image volumes and body geometry of a
large number of individuals to clinical data sources.
The system (with overview shown in Figure 1.9) consists of a CT image data store, a
spatial geometry database with records describing the 3D geometry of bodies in the image
volumes, a “morphomics” database containing a wide array of geometry and material mea-
sures from each individual, and a linkage to associated clinical and demographics infor-
mation about each individual. A MATLAB application program interface (API) has been
written that interfaces with the components of the morphomics system.
Figure 1.9: ICAM morphomics system overview.
At present the system contains image data from around 80,000 CT scans of individu-
als. This thesis will utilize a small subset of these scans that 1) were performed as part
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of standard care for trauma, 2) covered a large enough portion of the thoracic region of
interest, 3) met specific demographics criteria, and 4) have had specific processing steps
performed that extract rib cage geometry in the form of 3D points and lines. Chapter 2
will expand on the resulting geometry used for rib characterization, so here we will provide
a short introduction into the processing steps that are performed in order to generate this
geometric data.
The spatial geometry stored for each individual consists of 3D points, lines (or curves),
and triangulated surfaces relating to a variety of anatomical structures. Each geometry is
stored in an equivalent coordinate system to the underlying CT image data, such that any
geometric data can be directly projected onto – and displayed with – image slices from
that region as depicted in Figure 1.10. Equally importantly, the connection between stored
geometry and image space allows for systematic re-slicing of that image data to align with
local anatomically relevant planes.
Figure 1.10: Geometry is stored in a spatial database using an equivalent coordinate system
to the underlying image volume. Shown geometry includes spine landmarks (blue dots),
and rib (dark green) and sternum (light green) central axis curves.
The first geometry that is placed for any scan volume is a simplified representation of
the spine using named landmarks. These are placed at the center of the spinal canal in line
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with the inferior end-plate of each vertebral body and allow programmatic loading of image
volumes relating specifically to a known body region. For example, the presence of points
along the thoracic spine (at vertebral levels of T1, T2, etc.) allows for the rapid loading
of a localized region of interest around each vertebra, and, with a simple user interface,
allows users to quickly and accurately place further landmarks at the proximal ends of
ribs. Similarly, Figure 1.11 shows an interface that loads local scan data in the regions
surrounding ribs in order to ensure that rib geometric data coincides with resliced cross-
sectional views through ribs. This thesis relies on large populations of rib geometric data in
order to draw conclusions regarding changes across demographics, and the efficiency with
which such data can be collected from scan volumes (and do so accurately) is a significant
consideration.
Figure 1.11: Morphomics system editor for rib centroid path geometry. Each rib’s cen-
troidal path could be manually adjusted (inset) via images resliced perpendicular to the
path in the case of failure of the automatic algorithm to detect the true centroid.
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1.6 Summary and goals
Understanding the shape of human ribs can aid in developing models of the thorax, and
understanding the changes in that shape across populations allows us to model a wide range
of individuals including those most vulnerable to thoracic injuries. The overall aim of this
thesis is to investigate those changes in rib centroidal shape and to describe their effects
on the biomechanical response of ribs to loading. As is seen from the previous sections,
the ribs and rib cage are an important factor in thoracic injury, and a body of working
knowledge has been built regarding the role of population variability in injury outcomes.
In order to analyze the shape of multiple individual ribs, a mathematical framework is
first required. Chapter 2 takes on this task by presenting a novel parametric model of human
rib shape that uses logarithmic spirals as its mathematical basis. The model consists of six
independent parameters that include inherent and easily measured geometric properties
such as size, aspect ratio, and rib “skewness”. The model is compared to previous literature
in terms of its accuracy, simplicity, and efficiency, as well as its behavior when aggregating
a collection of individual ribs to represent group trends.
To assess overall population variability in rib geometry, Chapter 3 takes the model intro-
duced in Chapter 2 and applies it to data from a large collection of individuals chosen so as
to reflect the overall demographics of American adults. From that population, four common
demographic factors in anthropometric study are considered – age, height, weight, and sex
– and we track the changes in each of the shape model’s parameters across those factors.
A primary focus of this chapter is to identify the typical changes in rib cage anatomy that
are expected as age increases, and one goal of this thesis is to explicitly test a commonly
held belief that changes to thoracic rib angle is the dominant geometric effect of age and to
compare this effect to other potential changes such as those related to rib shape.
The ubiquitous measure used when setting injury criteria for thoracic loading is chest
deflection or deformation, and changes in the overall shape of human ribs is expected to
influence the ability of those ribs to resist deformation when loaded (i.e., rib stiffness).
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Chapter 4 takes the results from the prior two chapters and applies simulated mechanical
loading to simplified FE models of ribs to describe how the changes in rib shape throughout
the population affects their mechanical properties.
A final aim of this thesis is to take the ribs as they have been developed in prior chapters
and to place them in an appropriate spatial context within the rib cage. Chapter 5 will test
the suitability of the methodological approach taken for ribs in this study – where complex
geometry is broken down to collections of parameters – to be generalized and applied
to surrounding structures in order to build a coherent representation of thoracic skeletal
anatomy. In doing so we can once again ask questions of the effects of demographics on
geometry, this time with the ribs as part of their surrounding thoracic structure.
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CHAPTER 2
A new shape model for human ribs
This chapter describes a new mathematical model for the overall geometric shape of
human ribs. The model follows the in-plane shape of ribs using sections of logarithmic
spirals (e.g., Figure 2.1), with the key locations for trimming the spirals being determined
by a limited set of intrinsic rib properties such as its size, aspect ratio, and rib “skewness”.
We provide the mathematical derivation for the model, and also test it on an initial
sample of 100 individuals (2197 ribs) to assess its accuracy and its ability to aggregate
individual ribs to form “average” rib geometry from a population.
Figure 2.1: An example logarithmic spiral with a small curved section trimmed.
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2.1 Background and previous models
As described in Section 1.4.1, the human rib shape has been characterized in a num-
ber of ways based on measures of primitive shapes including the use of arcs, circles, and
ellipses as a geometric basis (Kent et al., 2001; Schultz et al., 1974; Margulies et al., 1989;
Roberts and Chen, 1972; Roberts, 1977).
The most advanced of these – and the first to fully describe a rib’s path from parameters
alone – is a model from Kindig and Kent (2013) which uses a circle and a semi-ellipse
that are joined by a parabolic patch, along with two straight patches at either rib end to
create the full centroidal path. While providing a highly accurate model of overall shape
at multiple rib levels, the Kindig and Kent rib model (illustrated in Figure 2.2) has some
limitations, particularly when aggregating the parameters from multiple ribs to form new
geometry. A full derivation of its circle and ellipse can be found in Kindig and Kent (2013),
but we will focus on the circle which is placed using two parameters for its center (xR, yR),
along with its radius parameter, R. This circle is subject to the constraint in Equation (2.1)
requiring that it does not fully enclose the origin.
x2R + y
2
R ≤ R2 (2.1)
A x0
R
xA
Origin
1
4
2
3
B(xR,yR)
x-axis
y-axis
SemiellipseCircle
Figure 2.2: Kindig and Kent (2013) model overview showing circle and semiellipse place-
ment. A model constraint requires the circle to avoid overlapping the origin.
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One potential drawback of the Kindig and Kent model is that many individual rib
shapes are best fit using a circle that passes very near the origin (i.e., x2R + y
2
R ≈ R2).
In these cases, common “valid” rib geometry is immediately adjacent in parameter space
to “invalid” geometry, so a statistical combination of valid parameters is in danger of step-
ping into that invalid territory. An example of this phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Here, the red and green circles make two valid Kindig model rib shapes (typical for the
shape of about ribs 8 to 10), but their average (shown by the blue circle) encompasses the
origin and produces invalid geometry.
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Figure 2.3: Example circle parameters whose average breaks Kindig and Kent (Kindig and
Kent, 2013) constraints. The red and green circles show valid and typical circle place-
ments, but their average (blue) encompasses the origin (thus breaking the constraint in
Equation (2.1)) and is invalid.
Another limitation of the Kindig and Kent model is the potential for overfitting of rib
shapes within the seven-parameter space. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.4. Here
the green and red circle have xR and R circle parameters which differ by about 2 stan-
dard deviations (using variances reported in the original paper). The red circle leads to a
short parabola patch, while the green leads to a longer parabola (and shorter circle patch).
However the resulting overall shape from these different parameter sets are seen to be
substantially similar. Consequently, within the parameter space there are multiple ways
of recreating (mostly) similar ribs, since in some cases different parameter configurations
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can cause parts of the resulting model to be “passed” between belonging to the circle or
belonging to the parabola.
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Figure 2.4: Exemplar different parameters producing largely similar ribs. The red and
green circles have parameters which differ by 2 standard deviations, yet they produce
mostly similar final geometry due to parts of the rib once modeled by the circle being
“passed” to the parabola.
2.2 Rib geometry data source
As an initial data source for live human rib geometry, a total of 2197 unfractured ribs
were analyzed from CT scans of 50 females and 50 males in the ICAM CT database.
Subjects were chosen at random from those who met age criteria (20–69 years with 10
subjects per gender per decade), were free of skeletal abnormality (including scoliosis,
kypohosis, bifurcating ribs or abnormal rib counts), were not pregnant at the time of scan,
and had at least 9 rib levels fully visible within the scan window. All subject data was
obtained under Institutional Review Board approval.
2.2.1 Centroidal path extraction
Rib centroidal geometry was extracted for all ribs using semi-automated routines writ-
ten in MATLAB R2015b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) to firstly place landmarks at each
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rib end and then determine a series of 3D centroidal path points joining those end land-
marks.
2.2.1.1 Distal (sternal) rib end
The transition from rib bone to costo-chondral cartilage at the distal end of each rib
occurs through a cup-shaped depression at the rib end. To specify an unambiguous location
for the transition point, and to retain consistency with past literature (Lau et al., 2011),
software connected to the ICAM morphomics system was written to allow users to place
markers at exactly at the apex of this concave transition to costal cartilage, as shown in
Figure 2.5. It is not always possible to visualize this precise 3D landmark using only axial
image slices, so the custom interface allowed users to first place an approximate marker
via axial slices, then they were shown a set of small obliquely oriented image patches at
different rotational angles in which the concave transition shape is clearly visible.
Figure 2.5: Rib end landmark placement at the distal (costo-chondral) rib end for ribs 4
through 7. Patches show locally resliced views of rib end regions that enhance the costo-
chondral transition.
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2.2.1.2 Proximal (vertebral) rib end
At the rib end that is proximal to the spine, there are two articulation points. Firstly,
each rib articulates with the vertebra of its same number (i.e., rib 6 articulates with the
T6 vertebral body). There is also a second articulation with the inferior aspect of the
superior vertebra (i.e., rib 6 also articulates with the inferior aspect of the T5 vertebral
body). Of these two locations, the articular rib surface at the same vertebra was designated
as representing the proximal end of the rib. A custom interface was written allowing the
user to scroll through a curved planar reformation centered on the spinal canal, with each
slice showing the region perpendicular to the spine. In this region rib ends are visible and
the orientation of the view is such that the articular surface between rib an vertebral body is
clearest. In this view, a second landmark was placed on the cortical rib surface at this end
as illustrated in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Rib end landmark placement at the proximal (to the spine) rib end for ribs 2,
4, 6, and 8. Each image shows a plane perpendicular to the spinal canal that is resampled
from the original CT volume.
2.2.1.3 Rib centroidal path
Using an algorithm adapted from Staal et al. (2007), an initial rib path template was built
linking these two end landmarks through the CT image space. This path was then iteratively
refined by reslicing the CT image volume perpendicular to the rib as seen in Figure 2.7.
The centroidal path points were set to match the 2D centroid of a filled segmentation of its
cross-section.
Finally, a plane is fitted to each rib’s centroidal path with a primary axis (the rib’s local
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x-axis) passing from the proximal to distal rib end points, and a secondary axis (the local
y-axis) that is chosen so as to minimize the total out-of-plane deviation of all points along
the rib’s path.
Figure 2.7: Cross-sectional cuts along the rib (upper) and perpendicular to the rib path
(lower), where the 2D centroids of rib pixels provide the 3D centroidal path.
2.3 Logarithmic spiral rib shape model
Each set of 3D rib points are viewed “in-plane" with respect to the rib’s fitted local x-
and y-axes, and a rib shape model is built using one parameter describing the rib size and
five describing the rib shape as set out in Table 2.1 and illustrated in Figure 2.8.
Table 2.1: Six independent in-plane parameters capturing centroidal rib shape.
Parameter Quality Definition
Sx Size Coordinate [Sx, 0] of distal rib end
XPk, YPk Shape (skewness, aspect ratio) Normalized coordinate of rib peak (X,Y)
φpia Shape (initial angle) Proximal inner rib angle with X-axis
Bp Local shape Proximal spiral shape parameter
Bd Local shape Distal spiral shape parameter
The model consists of two logarithmic spiral segments, each separately defined based
on four of the five (proximal spiral) or three of the five (distal spiral) shape parameters.
These spiral segments are then transformed onto the rib’s local coordinate system space to
meet with zero slope at the rib’s peak, and together create the full centroidal path geometry.
The first parameter, Sx, is the linear distance or span along the local x-axis between the
two rib ends. Sx acts as an overall scale factor, and subsequent spatial parameters are given
in normalized coordinates ([X, Y ]) in which the distal rib end coincides with the local [1, 0]
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Figure 2.8: Six-parameter rib model with one size and five shape parameters. The proximal
(red) and distal (blue) spiral portions (insets) are built from log-spiral equations in unscaled
space, and then undergo transformation to meet with zero slope at the rib’s peak. Sx acts as
an overall scale, while other parameters define the shape of the distal (XPk, YPk, Bd) and
proximal (XPk, YPk, Bp, φpia) portions.
coordinate. Two parameters then define the maximum Y-coordinate corresponding to the
peak of the rib in normalized coordinates as [XPk, YPk], and mark the join between distal
and proximal spirals as illustrated in Figure 2.8. The inner angle between the x-axis and
the proximal end of the rib (φpia) and a spiral constant (Bp) define the final shape of the
proximal logarithmic spiral spanning [0, 0] to [XPk,YPk], and one parameter (Bd) gives the
spiral shape spanning [XPk,YPk] to [1, 0] as derived below.
In basic form, an unscaled logarithmic spiral can be defined by two functions with one
constant (Bd, for the distal spiral) as follows:
x(θ) = −eBd θ cos θ
y(θ) = eBd θ sin θ
(2.2)
That spiral reaches a local y-maximum at the θpk rotational coordinate which will later
be scaled and translated to coincide with the rib peak at [XPk, YPk]:
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θpk = 2 arctan(
√
Bd
2 +1 + Bd) (2.3)
To find a second rotational coordinate θend that will coincide with the distal rib end after
this transformation, consider that the slope of a line from [x(θpk), y(θpk)] to [x(θend), y(θend)]
must equal the slope of a line from [XPk, YPk] to [0, 1] as illustrated in Figure 2.9, which
is:
M =
∆Y
∆X
=
0− YPk
1−XPk (2.4)
θend is therefore given by the first solution to:
y(θ)− y(θpk)
x(θ)− x(θpk) = M θ > θpk (2.5)
With known bounds at the θpk and θend rotational coordinates, a distal scale factor (SFd)
is found that re-scales the portion of the logarithmic spiral between these bounds to the
appropriate size to span the rib-peak to rib-end distance in normalized coordinates:
distxy =
√
Y 2Pk + (1−XPk)2
distXY =
√
(x(θpk)− x(θend))2 + (y(θpk)− y(θend))2
SFd = distxy/distXY
(2.6)
Scaling and translation then transforms this spiral segment (between rotational coordi-
nates θpk and θend) from its original space to normalized rib coordinates as:
X(θ) = [x(θ)− x(θpk)]× SFdist +XPk
Y (θ) = [y(θ)− y(θpk)]× SFdist + YPk
(2.7)
For the proximal spiral segment, we begin with a new logarithmic spiral and its first
derivatives in Equations (2.8) and (2.9):
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Figure 2.9: The distal spiral segment in unscaled mathematical space. After transformation
to the local rib plane, the square and triangular markers will coincide with the rib’s distal
end and peak, respectively. Multiple spirals are shown using different values of Bd are
shown, with [XPk, YPk] = [0.25, 0.45], and each has solid regions between spiral maximum
at θpk and θend rotational coordinates as derived below.
x(θ) = eBp θ cos θ
y(θ) = eBp θ sin θ
(2.8)
x˙(θ) = Bp e
Bp θ cos θ − eBp θ sin θ
y˙(θ) = Bp e
Bp θ sin θ + eBp θ cos θ
(2.9)
We can calculate the angle α between a horizontal line and the line from the origin to
the known rib peak position ([XPk,YPk]) as:
α = arctan
(
YPk
XPk
)
(2.10)
A rotational coordinate, θcut, on the spiral at a location with slope matching this angle
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Figure 2.10: The proximal spiral segment in unscaled mathematical space. After trans-
formation to the local rib plane, the circular and triangular markers will coincide with the
rib’s proximal end and peak, respectively. Multiple different values of Bp are shown, with
[XPk, YPk] = [0.3, 0.32] and φpia = 80°. Solid regions lie between rotational coordinates
θcut and θtangent (found using angle α as derived below), extended to meet a horizontal
cutting level.
α is found by the solution (nearest θ = pi/2) to the equality:
arctan2 (−x˙(θ),−y˙(θ)) = −α (2.11)
Leading to a cutting coordinate in Cartesian space of [x(θcut), y(θcut)]. After scaling
and rotation (described below), this cut location will coincide with the rib peak [XPk,YPk].
A second rotational coordinate (θtangent) is identified at the spiral location having a
tangent angle equal to the difference of the rib shape’s known proximal inner angle (φpia)
and the α angle from Equation (2.10).
αtangent = φpia−αcut (2.12)
The rotational coordinate θtangent can then be found by the solution to the equation:
arctan2 (−x˙(θ),−y˙(θ)) = αtangent (2.13)
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The spiral location [x(θtangent), y(θtangent)] has a tangential slope that forms an angle of
αtangent with the horizontal. Extending that tangential line down to intersect the horizontal
at y = y(θcut) completes the proximal spiral portion in its un-transformed [x, y] space. The
x-coordinate of that intersection can be found via:
xo = x(θtangent)− y(θtangent)− y(θcut)
tanαtangent
(2.14)
The coordinate [xo, y(θcut)] gives the position that, after transformation, will correspond
to the proximal rib end at the origin of the normalized [X, Y ] plane.
With the rotational coordinates θcut and θtangent known, we apply successive translation,
scale, and rotational transformations as set out in Equation (2.16) to transform the spiral
from its original [x, y] coordinates into normalized rib coordinates [X, Y ]. Translation first
shifts the spiral such that the end of the tangent line is coincident with the origin. Scaling
(SFp) is then applied as the ratio of the distance between spiral ends in unscaled [x, y] space
(as seen in Figure 2.10), and the target distance from the origin to the rib peak [XPk,YPk]
in normalized [X, Y ] space:
lenxy = x(θcut)− xcut2
lenXY =
√
Y 2Pk +X
2
Pk
SFp =
lenXY
lenxy
(2.15)
Finally, rotation about the origin by α ensures that the [x(θcut), y(θcut)] coordinate on
the spiral is mapped directly onto the [XPk,YPk] normalized rib peak. The full transforma-
tion matrix T is defined by its components as follows:
T =
translation
1 0 0
0 1 0
−xo −y(θcut) 1

scale
SFp 0 0
0 SFp 0
0 0 1

rotation
cosα sinα 0
− sinα cosα 0
0 0 1
 (2.16)
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A direct transformation by T of homogeneous coordinates in [x, y] can then be made
to map the proximal spiral into place in normalized rib coordinates:

X(θ)
Y (θ)
1
 = T×

x(θ)
y(θ)
1
 (2.17)
Overall, the distal spiral segment (between rotational coordinates θend and θpk), the
proximal spiral segment (between θcut and θtangent), and the small straight segment joining
[X(θtangent), Y (θtangent)] to the origin at [0, 0] completely define the in-plane rib centroidal
geometry via six free parameters.
2.3.1 In-plane optimized parameter fitting
With the in-plane rib parameterization scheme described in Section 2.3, a non-linear
optimization was performed using MATLAB’s Optimization Toolbox to match the optimal
6 in-plane parameters to each of the extracted rib centroidal paths.
The objective function being minimized was the sum-of-squared error (SSE) between
101 equally spaced points along the original rib central axis (i.e., the target geometry) and
the rib path produced by the 6 in-plane rib parameters (the model geometry) as illustrated
in Figure 2.11.
To ensure the global minimum was reached, the interior-point search algorithm was
seeded via multiple sets of starting parameters based on the typical rib shapes for each
rib number, and the solution with lowest error was chosen. In most cases each of the
seed parameter sets converged to the same global minimum indicating that the parameter
space produced a well conditioned gradient matrix in the objective function during the
optimization.
To assist convergence during the optimization routine, linear constraints were applied
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Figure 2.11: In-plane fitting error measurement between target points (extracted from CT
images) and model curve. The error is the distance from each target point to a spiral tangent
line with the same rotational coordinate, reported in non-normalized units (mm).
in the form of lower and upper bounds on each parameter as given in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Parameter constraints during in-plane optimization.
XPk YPk φpia Bp Bd
Lower bound 0.05 0.05 1 -2.0 -2.5
Upper bound 0.8 0.9 160 2.0 2.5
Furthermore, non-linear constraints were applied to the objective function to avoid
mathematically infeasible parameter sets.
φpia > α
θcut > y
(
2 arctan
(√
Bp
2 +1 + Bp
)
+ pi
) (2.18)
The first inequality in Equation (2.18) ensures that the inner angle at the proximal end
(φpia) is not so shallow that it excludes the rib peak entirely. The second inequality in
Equation (2.18) ensures that φpia is not so wide that it precludes any solution to the equality
required in Equation (2.13). When fitting practically all rib shapes these constraints are
trivially satisfied, however their explicit inclusion allows for a more economic search of
the parameter space when fitting ribs during an optimization.
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Rib shape fit and variation by level
The rib shape model’s accuracy was firstly evaluated by fitting it to centroidal paths
originally presented in Kindig and Kent (2013). The mean squared error (MSE) between
model and centroidal path was 0.23±0.16 mm2 (mean±std). This is a 56 % reduction in
MSE from the previous circle-ellipse model (0.52 mm2), or an approximately 34 % reduc-
tion in mean absolute error (MAE) describing the distance each real rib point deviated from
the model. The model was then fit to the centroidal path geometry for all 2197 ribs in this
study. The MSE for this CT-based data set was 0.29±0.18 mm2, and the resulting MAE
was 0.40±0.15 mm.
Figure 2.12 shows the median, inter-quartile range, and extrema across the full popula-
tion for all six parameters by rib level. Average parameter values by gender are presented
in Table 2.3. Using these data fed back into the shape model, sets of statistically average
rib shapes for males and females were generated and are shown in Figure 2.13.
The trends seen by rib level in Figure 2.12 encapsulate the shape differences observed
across the human rib cage. Firstly, rib sizes (Sx) in Figure 2.12(a) show the relative span of
upper-, mid-, and lower-level ribs, with the largest (ribs 7-8) between 160 mm and 250 mm.
Figure 2.12(b) illustrates the aspect ratio and skewness of all ribs independent of size, with
2nd ribs having the roundest shape with median YPk coordinates above 0.6, and a consistent
reduction in YPk (i.e., increase in aspect ratio) is found with each successive rib level.
The XPk parameter describes overall rib skewness, with the median XPk values between
0.3 and 0.4, and lower XPk meaning a rib peak location is more highly skewed towards
the rib’s proximal end. Proximal inner angle (φpia) of ribs generally fall between 60° and
130°, with highest φpia occurring in ribs 2-7 and transitioning smoothly in sequential levels.
Trends in proximal and distal spiral constant parameters (Bp and Bd) in Figure 2.12(c) are
less clearly distinguished by rib level, with overall ranges at each rib level relatively large
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Figure 2.12: The overall trends in rib model parameters across the adult population
(N=2197 ribs) including (a) rib end-to-end span, (b) rib peak location in normalized rib
units, (c) proximal inner angle, and (d) proximal and distal spiral constants. Boxes show
the median and the 25th to 75th quantile ranges and whiskers extend to the ±2.7σ range
(99.7 % coverage).
when compared to differences between levels.
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Figure 2.13: Average female and male rib shapes built from the mean parameter sets for
each gender.
The most statistically significant (p < 0.0001) gender differences are seen in overall
rib size, with male Sx values approximately 9 % larger than those of females for all ribs,
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Table 2.3: Average rib shape parameter values for males and females. Parameters signifi-
cantly different between genders (p < 0.05) are bolded.
Sx (mm) XPk YPk φpia (deg.) Bp Bd
# M F M F M F M F M F M F
1 72 67 0.39 0.39 0.52 0.52 80 81 −0.45 −0.50 1.74 1.35
2 113 107 0.32 0.32 0.63 0.63 111 113 −0.34 −0.31 0.71 0.72
3 145 137 0.34 0.34 0.60 0.59 115 118 −0.49 −0.48 0.34 0.40
4 171 159 0.32 0.32 0.53 0.53 113 117 −0.49 −0.48 −0.10 −0.05
5 190 175 0.31 0.32 0.48 0.49 111 116 −0.49 −0.50 −0.37 −0.37
6 203 187 0.30 0.31 0.44 0.45 110 114 −0.43 −0.48 −0.54 −0.42
7 214 199 0.29 0.30 0.40 0.40 108 110 −0.36 −0.42 −0.30 −0.07
8 216 200 0.31 0.31 0.37 0.37 103 105 −0.35 −0.44 −0.27 −0.05
9 205 191 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.36 96 100 −0.48 −0.56 −0.19 0.08
10 190 175 0.38 0.37 0.33 0.32 90 90 −0.52 −0.64 −0.12 0.05
11 160 147 0.39 0.39 0.28 0.26 81 84 −0.56 −0.81 0.46 0.73
12 97 88 0.38 0.39 0.18 0.17 61 59 −0.91 −1.18 1.00 0.88
making a difference of up to 18 mm for mid-level ribs. Significant shape differences by
gender are also seen for a number of parameters at different regions of the rib cage (p <
0.0001). Females tend to have around 4° greater φpia rib angles at 3rd to 6th rib levels,
along with higher Bd values from ribs 6–10. For ribs 9–11, females have lower YPk values
indicating slightly higher aspect ratios, along with higher values for Bp measurements.
2.4.2 Individual effect of parameters
The individual effect of each model parameter on overall rib shape is visualized in Fig-
ure 2.14. Here, the average female 6th rib parameters provide a baseline geometry (solid
black line), and each parameter is then individually adjusted between ±1.5 standard devi-
ations from this mean. Figure 2.14 illustrates the primary roles of Sx, YPk, and XPk in
setting a rib’s size, aspect ratio, and skewness, respectively. The remaining three parame-
ters then control the local curvature at different locations on the rib, with φpia specifying the
shape and angle of the proximal-most region,Bp controlling the curvature of the posteriorly
curved region, and Bd controlling the shape and curvature of the distal rib portion.
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Figure 2.14: The individual effects of changing each model parameter on a typical 6th rib
shape. The baseline shape (solid black line) is built from the average female parameter set,
with each parameter separately varied within ±1.5 standard deviations showing changes in
size (Sx), aspect ratio (YPk), skewness (XPk), distal curvature (Bd), proximal inner angle
(φpia) and the amount of posterior protrusion in the proximal region (Bp).
2.4.3 FE simulated compression
A simple FE modeling system was set up in LS-DYNA (LSTC, Livermore, CA) based on
the input of any 6-parameter rib shape. Rib geometry consisted of a 100-by-12 cylindrical
mesh of quadrilateral elements at a radius of 5 mm around the centroidal path, with elastic
material properties (ρ = 2000 kg/m3, E = 11 GPa, ν = 0.3), and a cortical shell thickness
of 1 mm, similar to those reported for rib cortical bone (Kemper et al., 2007; Granik and
Stein, 1973; Li et al., 2010). Rib cross-section and material properties were kept constant
along the rib and equivalent for all input so as to isolate the changes in mechanical behavior
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driven directly by changes in overall rib shape. Ribs were quasi-statically loaded at the
distal end while constraining both ends in all out of plane rotations, and allowing only
translation of the distal end along the local x-axis as shown in Figure 2.15. The reaction
force (F ) and displacement (∆) at the distal end is recorded, and the initial slope of the
F/∆ relationship gives that rib’s characteristic stiffness to axial loading.
Figure 2.15: FE simulation loading conditions. Out-of-plane rotations are constrained,
with free x-displacement of the distal rib end.
All fitted rib shapes along with the statistically average male and female ribs underwent
simulated compressive FE loading, and their resulting characteristic stiffness (F/mm) was
recorded. The shortest ribs showed highest stiffness (215 N/mm and 41 N/mm for the
12th and 1st ribs, respectively), with 5th ribs being least stiff as shown in Figure 2.16. Based
on their in-plane geometry alone, female ribs were between 15 % (1st rib) and 35 % (10th
rib) stiffer than male ribs (p < 0.001).
A more in-depth analysis of rib stiffness including the introduction of multiple loading
configurations is provided in Chapter 4. The current results from the smaller female and
male population in this chapter are presented as a way to assess the performance of the
rib model in terms of representing aggregate mechanical properties from a collection of
individuals.
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Figure 2.16: Rib stiffness (N/mm) of all fitted ribs by level and gender showing stiffness
overall range and interquartile range. Stiffnesses of statistically average ribs rebuilt from
the male and female average parameter sets match well with the median stiffness within
each population.
2.5 Discussion
2.5.1 Shape model considerations
In developing the rib shape model in this study, a number of desirable model properties
were identified. Firstly, and in line with the model proposed by Kindig and Kent (2013), we
aimed for a model whose parameters performed the dual roles of giving descriptive mea-
sures of rib shape while also allowing a full reconstruction of the centroidal path. Secondly,
we aimed for model simplification in terms of its parameter space and underlying geomet-
ric makeup. The 7-parameter Kindig model is built from five patches (two primitives and
three joins) whose interaction in some cases can produce similar rib shapes from differ-
ent parameter sets; a possibility if changes in the primitives are largely offset by resulting
changes in the position of joining patches. In the current model just three patches are used,
and the two logarithmic spirals meet directly at the rib peak without any joining patches,
effectively eliminating such interaction. The reduction to six model parameters coupled
with a reduction in overall fit error indicates that the result is a simpler and more efficient
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model of the rib centroidal path. Care has also been taken to select model parameters
that are themselves direct geometric measures of overall shape. End-to-end size, aspect
ratio, skewness, and inner angle at the proximal end are each clear geometric properties
that can be measured directly from any rib shape without the need for mathematical fit-
ting. In this way their interpretation is straightforward and intuitive to users of the model,
and the average parameters from within a population produce valid rib geometry that has
shape properties that are typical for that population. Finally, using logarithmic spirals as
the shape primitive of choice gives the additional benefit of higher orders of curvature con-
tinuity than previous models (C∞ continuity compared to C1), allowing for smoother and
more predictable stress distributions when simulating mechanical loading of rib shapes.
2.5.2 Current results and rib shape comparisons
In this study both male and female rib shapes and sizes are reported. When compar-
ing these results to past work, the average male rib spans (Sx) of all ribs matched within
2.2 % and 2.9 % to previous male-only 16-subject (Kindig and Kent, 2013) and 10-subject
(Dansereau and Stokes, 1988) studies of rib geometry. In each case, differences in means
between studies were within 0.4 standard deviations at all rib levels. Kindig and Kent
(2013) also reported the normalized height of a semi-ellipse parameter that is similar in
function and units to the aspect ratio (YPk) reported here. While the two parameters do not
represent identical aspects of rib shape, and indeed YPk values are around 10 % larger than
the semi-ellipse heights, the overall trends are found to match well with the 2nd rib having
highest values followed by consistent reductions in each successive rib level.
Results from simulated compressive loading show that shape-dependent rib stiffness is
influenced by rib size, with the smaller female ribs stiffer than the larger male ribs. Confi-
dence in the shape model’s utility is also gained from the fact that rib shapes that are rebuilt
from the average male or female parameter sets also exhibit mechanical behavior that is
typical for their representative population. Stiffness values for statistically average male
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and female geometry was within 0.2 standard deviations of the mean population stiffnesses
for rib levels 1–11, and within 0.1 standard deviations of the median population stiffness.
2.5.3 Limitations and applications
The shape model presented in this study focuses only on the parameterization of a rib’s
in-plane centroidal path, and other biomechanical factors such as out-of-plane deviation,
cross-sectional geometry, or other changes in rib cortical surfaces and material properties
are not included. As such, the simulated loading scenarios presented here are not direct
models of real-world mechanical response and aim only to highlight the individual effect
of overall shape on rib stiffness.
This results in this chapter also do not address interactions between rib parameters and
other demographic variables such as age, stature, and weight when reporting average rib
shapes for males and females. Indeed, subject stature is significantly correlated with rib
Sx size (p < 0.01) for ribs 1–11, albeit with low r-squared values (0.12 < R2 < 0.32).
Elsewhere, rib arc length has also been found to be proportional to age (Bellemare et al.,
2006; Kindig and Kent, 2013), and a number of demographics-based changes in overall rib
cage shape have been identified (Gayzik et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2014; Weaver et al., 2014).
Chapter 3 will apply the shape model proposed to a more broadly sampled population
and explore the interaction between population demographics and the rib size and shape
parameters.
Experimental studies of ribs under end-to-end loading show variability in resulting stiff-
ness (Agnew et al., 2015; Beadle et al., 2015). Chapter 4 will expand the mechanical
analysis – used here for testing model utility – to a larger population and to different load-
ing conditions. This lets us explore how overall stiffness variation seen in the population
through experimental studies might come from variation in rib shape. Importantly, this
would shed light on the ability of computational models that are based on demographics
alone to fully represent the breadth of variability seen in mechanical properties.
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CHAPTER 3
Population trends in rib shape
This chapter takes the model for in-plane rib shape that was introduced in Chapter 2 and
applies it to ribs sampled from a large population with broad demographics representative
of adults in the US as a whole. Using four common demographic factors – namely age,
height, weight, and sex – coupled with the rib shape parameters matching this large set of
ribs, we can begin to understand the quantitative differences in rib size and shape that are
present across the population.
In addition to investigating rib geometric shape we will also quantify the angle and
orientation of ribs as they sit in the body. Doing so lets us compare the relative effect
of changes in angle that come with age (previously understood to be a dominant aging
effect) to the types and amount of age-related changes that we discover in rib shapes them-
selves. A final outcome of this chapter is a statistical model of overall rib shape that allows
researchers to build representative rib geometry for any rib level and for any chosen subject
demographic.
3.1 Methods
As described in the previous chapter (Section 2.2.1), rib centroidal geometry was extracted
from CT scans and represented using curves and points in the 3D image volume space. To
recap this process; points are manually placed at the end proximal to the spine (on the
articulation point between rib and vertebral body) and the rib end distal to the spine (at the
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apex of the cup-shaped costo-chondral junction). The centroidal path is then extracted by
building an initial rib path between end points from an algorithm adapted from Staal et al.
(2007), followed by iterative refinement of that path by taking cross-sectional slices through
the CT volume and identifying the centroid of filled regions of segmented rib cortical bone.
3.1.1 Rib plane and orientation parameters
With rib path geometry represented by the sequence of centroids connecting adjacent
cross-sections, a local rib coordinate system is then fitted having its origin at the rib’s
proximal end landmark, its local x-axis passing through the distal end landmark, and its
local y-axis chosen so as to minimize the distance of all rib points from the local x-y plane.
Using the orientation of this rib plane with respect to a fixed body reference allows us to
quantify the 3D angle of ribs within the chest.
Three angles of inclination with respect to the anatomic planes are used; namely the
rib’s pump-handle angle (αPH), lateral swing angle (αLS), and bucket-handle angle (αBH) (Mar-
gulies et al., 1989). These are illustrated in Figure 3.1 where αPH determined by the angle
between the rib local x-axis and the coronal plane, αLS given by the angle between the rib
local x-axis and the sagittal plane, and αBH specified by rotation about the rib’s local x-axis
after the prior rotations are performed. Positive αBH is defined as moving the lateral aspect
of the rib superiorly, regardless of rib side.
The convention used allows an initial neutrally posed rib (on its correct side yet hanging
directly inferiorly) to undergo successive rotations by αPH (up from the sagittal plane),
αLS (away from the medial plane), then by αBH (about the newly rotated x-axis, positive
for left-sided ribs and negative for right-sided ribs), with the resulting rib being oriented
correctly in the body habitus.
To compensate for any misalignment between the patient anatomical planes and the
global scan coordinate system, a true ribcage lateral vector was created. It was specified as
the normal direction to the best-fit-plane fitted through a point cloud consisting of:
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Figure 3.1: Rib plane parameterisation into pump-handle angle (αPH), lateral swing angle
off the mid-sagittal plane (αLS), and bucket-handle angle. (αBH)
• Midpoints of all left and right posterior rib end pairs
• Points at the center of each thoracic vertebra
• Medial points placed along the sternum and linea alba
Rib plane rotation angles were then defined relative to orthogonal body coronal and
sagittal planes derived from this body-lateral vector and the scanning bed.
3.1.2 Rib in-plane parametric shape model
Each set of 3D rib points are viewed “in-plane" with respect to the rib’s fitted local
x- and y-axes, and the logarithmic spiral rib shape model first introduced in Chapter 2
is built using one parameter describing the rib size and five describing the rib shape as
illustrated in Figure 3.2. To recap on the individual parameter effects, the Sx parameter
controls the overall size of a rib by directly prescribing its end-to-end length. The rib’s
peak is then given by the X-Y pair [XPk,YPk], expressed in coordinates normalized by Sx.
Consequently, 1/YPk describes overall rib aspect ratio in terms of height in the local plane
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Figure 3.2: Six-parameter rib model with one size (Sx) and five shape parameters. The
proximal (red) and distal (blue) spiral portions meet with zero slope at [XPk,YPk] in nor-
malized rib coordinates, defining rib aspect ratio (YPk) and skewness (XPk). φpia defines
the inner angle between the proximal rib end and the local x-axis, while Bp and Bd are
proximal and distal spiral constants, respectively.
versus Sx, while XPk describes “skewness” of the rib’s shape independent of aspect ratio,
with a low XPk moving the rib peak closer to the proximal end, while larger XPk values
push this peak towards the distal end.
After aspect ratio and skewness are set, local curvature of the distal rib portion is con-
trolled by Bd, with higher Bd producing a flatter shape and lower Bd resulting in the distal
portion following a wider arc between the rib peak and its distal end. At the proximal end,
the combination of φpia and Bp control local curvature, with with higher φpia and lower Bp
resulting in a wider arc (with more posterior protrusion) from the rib peak towards the rib’s
proximal rib end. The φpia parameter directly controls the inner angle at the proximal rib
end, and together both φpia and Bp control the length of a short straight segment protruding
posteriorly at the direction specified by φpia. Anatomically, this straight segment occurs in
a region associated with the neck of the rib, which is a flatter region that articulates with
the transverse processes of the spine.
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3.1.2.1 Derived shape properties
The shape model parameters include four direct geometric measures (size, aspect ratio,
skewness, and proximal inner angle) as part of its parameterization. Additional geometric
properties can be measured to further quantify aspects of the resulting rib shapes. Overall
arc length in the local plane (L2d), inner angle at the distal end (φdia), and local curvature at
both the distal end (κdist) and posterior extension (κpost) were chosen as additional derived
measures, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
ɸdia
L2d
κdist
κpost
Figure 3.3: Derived geometric shape measurements of arc length (L2d, mm), distal inner
angle (φdia, deg) and local curvature at the rib posterior and distal end locations (κpost,
κdist, mm−1).
The equation for the curvature κ at any given location θ of a logarithmic spiral has the
basic form (Weisstein) given in Equation (3.1) below:
κ =
e−Bθ
a
√
1 +B2
(3.1)
where B is the logarithmic constant (Bp for the proximal spiral and Bd for the distal
spiral), and where a is the scale factor used to transform the unscaled spiral equations from
their original [x, y] space to the local rib plane. For the proximal spiral, a = SFp as defined
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by Equation (2.15), and for the distal spiral, a = SFd as defined by Equation (2.6).
Substituting those factors along with either Bp or Bd into Equation (3.1) we can inter-
rogate any proximal or distal rib location for its local curvature κ (or its radius of curvature
which is 1
κ
).
The distal curvature is measured at the distal rib end rotational coordinate θend cal-
culated in Equation (2.5). The proximal (posterior-most) curvature is measured at a new
rotational coordinate position, θpost. This position is given by the maximum y coordinate
of the un-transformed proximal spiral as calculated in Equation (3.2), and corresponds to
the position on the rib furthest away from a line joining the proximal rib end and the rib
peak.
θpost = 2 arctan(
√
Bp
2 +1 + Bp) (3.2)
3.1.3 Study population
Under IRB HUM00041441, 495 female and 505 male CT scans were collected from
the ICAM scan database. Scans were from patients who entered a Level 1 trauma cen-
ter and underwent abdomen and/or chest CT scanning as part of their normal course of
diagnosis and treatment. This study reports only from an adult population ranging from
20 to 99 years of age, with overall population demographics shown by gender in Fig-
ure 3.4. Statistics from the study population are summarized in Table 3.1 alongside the
CDC’s anthropometric reference data for North American adults over 20 years of age from
2007–2010 (Fryar et al., 2012). Height and weight distributions from the study population
followed the same trends as the comparison CDC reference group, with the study popula-
tion in general slightly heavier and taller than the comparison cohort.
Male differences in weight between cohorts are less than 1.5 kg (0.05 SD) for the 5th
through 90th percentile groups and height differences are below 2.6 cm (0.18 SD) in all
except the 10th percentile group. The female study population is around 2.5 kg (0.09 SD)
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Table 3.1: Study demographics mean and percentiles (in bold), along with CDC reference
population data in parentheses (Fryar et al., 2012).
Males (N = 505) Mean Std. 5th 10th 25th 50th 75th 90th 95th
Weight, kg
89.6 21.4 63.0 68.0 75.0 86.0 100.0 113.0 130.6
(88.7) (33.8) (61.5) (66.5) (75.0) (86.1) (98.9) (114.4) (124.1)
Height, cm
178.1 7.7 165.0 169.8 173.0 178.0 183.0 188.0 190.0
(175.9) (15.0) (163.2) (166.0) (170.9) (176.1) (180.9) (185.4) (188.2)
Females (N = 495)
Weight, kg
78.2 22.5 52.0 55.0 62.7 73.0 88.0 109.0 123.1
(75.4) (26.8) (50.2) (53.6) (61.1) (71.3) (85.5) (102.2) (113.8)
Height, cm
163.6 7.7 152.0 155.0 159.0 163.0 168.0 173.0 177.8
(162.1) (10.8) (150.7) (153.1) (157.3) (162.1) (166.8) (170.9) (173.7)
heavier than the CDC cohort in the 5th through 75th percentile groups, with the heaviest
groups differing by up to 10 kg. The heights of individuals in this study population are
between 1 and 4 cm taller than those of the CDC cohort.
Figure 3.4: Population histograms showing the age, height and weight distributions for
males and females within the studied population.
3.1.3.1 Individual ribs present in scan
From the 1000 adult CT scans in this study, a total of 22,692 individual ribs were ana-
lyzed. This is fewer than the maximum of 24 ribs per scan due to the fact that not all scans
cover the entire chest region, and only ribs that were fully present within the scan window
were included.
Furthermore, 239 of the 1000 adults had one or more rib fractures identified in their
scan either through radiology reports associated with the CT image or visual inspection.
All fractured ribs were excluded from this study leaving 21,124 included observations.
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Figure 3.5 shows counts of included and excluded ribs at each rib level 1–12. Mid-level
ribs were the most commonly fractured and therefore had a greater exclusion rate than
other ribs. However, all levels from 2 through 12 retained at least 1500 uninjured ribs as
observations. Rib 1 had fewest observations due to the fact that scan operators will usually
scan only up to the apex of the lungs, whereas the first rib often extends above this apex.
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Figure 3.5: Counts of uninjured (included) and fractured (excluded) adult ribs present in
study CT scans.
3.1.4 Statistical methods
As first described in Section 2.3.1, rib data was once again fit using non-linear opti-
mization to obtain the shape model parameter sets corresponding to rib shapes closest to
the underlying real rib data. This produced a large dataset of optimally fit rib parameters,
with each rib corresponding to a person of known demographics (age, height, weight, and
sex).
After exploring the suitability of the population-wide rib parameter values to regression
analysis, two sets of regression analyses — performed in MATLAB — are reported in this
study. The first set of analyses use univariate regression for each gender and rib to describe
the overall trends in rib parameter values with increasing age.
The second set of analyses use multivariate regression of parameter values to the com-
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bined demographic predictors of age, height, weight, and sex. Comparison of the explana-
tory power when predicting rib shape parameter values across the population is given
between the univariate and multivariate regression models, and they are further compared to
the potential explanatory power gained by adding interactive terms between demographic
factors to the multivariate models.
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Rib shape fit and variation by level
The six-parameter rib shape model was fitted to 21,124 uninjured adult ribs. For in-
plane model fitting, the the mean squared error (MSE) between the parameterized model
and points on the original geometry was 0.33 mm2, amounting to a mean absolute error
(MAE) per rib location of 0.41 mm.
Overall parameter trends by rib level matched closely to those reported from the smaller
population of the previous chapter thus will not be discussed in detail here. Population
means and standard deviations for all in-plane rib parameters along with the values found
for rib orientation are given in Table 3.2.
3.2.1.1 Statistical properties of fitted data
Before building parameter regression models, inter- and intra-parameter correlations
were investigated and the underlying assumption of normality in the population parameter
distributions was checked. Distributions of parameter data showed normality at each rib
level, with exemplar data including inter-parameter correlations from the 6th rib shown in
Figure 3.6. Here it can be seen that most parameters’ distributions are independent of one
another, with the strongest correlations between Sx and YPk (Pearson’s R = 0.64) and
YPk and XPk (R = 0.43) showing that ribs with higher aspect ratio (designated by lower
YPk) tend to be longer and also have their peak slightly shifted towards the middle of the
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Table 3.2: Average ± standard deviation in fitted in-plane parameters and rib orientation
parameters for all rib levels.
Sx XPk YPk φpia Bp Bd αPH αLS αBH
Rib N mm mm/Sx mm/Sx deg - - deg deg deg
1 1388 70.8 0.385 0.520 81.7 -0.44 1.85 58.2 36.1 11.6±7.0 ±0.059 ±0.059 ±9.2 ±0.59 ±1.16 ±9.8 ±7.0 ±7.4
2 1598 110.8 0.318 0.621 112.0 -0.32 0.71 60.5 20.3 5.4±9.6 ±0.048 ±0.054 ±8.6 ±0.23 ±0.56 ±9.6 ±4.7 ±6.9
3 1614 141.6 0.344 0.587 117.1 -0.51 0.36 61.2 20.6 5.4±11.8 ±0.041 ±0.057 ±8.2 ±0.15 ±0.43 ±9.1 ±3.9 ±7.1
4 1596 166.7 0.321 0.527 115.7 -0.50 -0.05 60.4 22.8 6.8±13.5 ±0.041 ±0.053 ±8.5 ±0.16 ±0.37 ±8.8 ±3.6 ±7.3
5 1587 184.8 0.311 0.480 114.3 -0.51 -0.38 59.3 24.6 8.0±15.1 ±0.041 ±0.049 ±8.7 ±0.18 ±0.35 ±8.7 ±3.4 ±7.4
6 1595 197.3 0.297 0.439 112.5 -0.45 -0.52 57.7 27.9 10.5±16.0 ±0.042 ±0.048 ±9.6 ±0.21 ±0.40 ±8.6 ±3.7 ±7.3
7 1644 208.7 0.283 0.391 109.8 -0.35 -0.18 56.0 33.8 14.4±16.1 ±0.043 ±0.045 ±11.0 ±0.26 ±0.66 ±8.3 ±4.3 ±7.1
8 1708 209.0 0.296 0.364 105.3 -0.33 -0.22 53.8 39.8 16.4±15.8 ±0.043 ±0.039 ±11.2 ±0.29 ±0.64 ±8.0 ±4.8 ±7.5
9 1789 198.8 0.345 0.356 97.8 -0.51 -0.09 53.1 46.4 13.8±15.2 ±0.041 ±0.036 ±11.3 ±0.31 ±0.59 ±7.7 ±5.3 ±7.6
10 1828 183.5 0.371 0.329 90.4 -0.62 -0.09 51.5 56.0 11.1±15.0 ±0.037 ±0.034 ±11.2 ±0.35 ±0.61 ±7.0 ±6.4 ±7.9
11 1767 153.9 0.387 0.275 83.3 -0.70 0.61 49.5 69.9 10.2±17.3 ±0.037 ±0.036 ±12.8 ±0.56 ±1.37 ±5.9 ±7.7 ±8.9
12 1674 95.6 0.388 0.175 62.0 -1.29 1.36 53.2 94.0 14.3±29.0 ±0.099 ±0.044 ±25.6 ±1.67 ±2.17 ±8.4 ±12.1 ±17.5
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Figure 3.6: Individual parameter histograms (main diagonal) and inter-parameter corre-
lation plots for the 6th ribs. Histograms show parameter distributions in the population to
be largely normal. Inter-parameter correlations are low for most parameter combinations,
with the strongest between rib size (Sx) and aspect ratio (YPk).
rib (lower skewness). Across the rib cage these correlations were strongest in longer ribs
(levels 4–7) and relatively small for other rib levels.
Pairs of left and right uninjured ribs from the same individual and rib level were col-
lected and the correlation between their respective parameter sets calculated in Table 3.3.
Results show highest symmetry in the length of ribs (Sx), Pearson coefficient up to 0.94
for mid-level ribs), aspect ratio (YPk, up to 0.91), and skewness (XPk, up to 0.78). Less
symmetry is seen between sides in terms of properties that affect local curvature patterns
(φpia, Bd, and Bp), however given the goal of describing population trends in overall rib
shape we chose to pool left and right sided ribs for subsequent analyses.
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Table 3.3: Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the fitted parameters of pairs of left
and right sided ribs from the same individuals.
Rib Pairs Sx XPk YPk φpia Bp Bd
1 639 0.85 0.44 0.79 0.53 0.08 0.27
2 756 0.91 0.65 0.84 0.60 0.55 0.42
3 765 0.92 0.69 0.88 0.46 0.58 0.49
4 751 0.93 0.72 0.89 0.46 0.62 0.52
5 739 0.94 0.74 0.91 0.53 0.61 0.62
6 745 0.94 0.76 0.90 0.53 0.62 0.59
7 769 0.93 0.78 0.91 0.59 0.62 0.61
8 804 0.92 0.77 0.88 0.64 0.66 0.55
9 858 0.92 0.75 0.85 0.62 0.62 0.55
10 885 0.91 0.69 0.84 0.56 0.55 0.50
11 855 0.91 0.56 0.84 0.41 0.57 0.64
12 804 0.90 0.52 0.75 0.49 0.40 0.30
3.2.2 Univariate trends with age
Linear regression to age was performed on the male and female population results for
each parameter and at each rib level. These results are shown in Figure 3.7 (size and
shape parameters) and Figure 3.8 (rib orientation parameters) in the form of scattered data
with the fitted regression lines for males and females, along with the explanatory power
(r-squared) of the regression to age.
The first row of plots in Figure 3.7 show that there is indeed a trend in rib end-to-
end span (Sx) with age with both male and female rib ends tending to separate over time.
The slope for both genders at the 6th rib level is approximately 2.5 mm/decade, with an
r-squared value of 8 % for females and 7 % for males. A similar and significant trend is
seen for rib levels 1 through 11 (p < 0.001). The second row of scattered data in Figure 3.7
shows that increasing age is correlated with a decrease in the YPk parameter (i.e., increase
in aspect ratio, p < 0.001 for ribs 1–11). Age alone explains around 20 % of the aspect
ratio variation at mid-level ribs in females and 16 % in males. Rib skewness (XPk) also
shows strong trends with age, particularly for lower-level ribs (5–11). As individuals age,
rib skewness in these areas tends to increase, with age capable of explaining around 9 %
of the population variance in both genders for the 7th rib level. Other rib shape parameters
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Figure 3.7: Data point cloud showing all fitted in-plane parameters between ages 20 and
90 years for males (blue) and females (red). Linear regression lines are shown along with
their explanatory power (r-squared). Strongest trends with age are seen for rib aspect ratio
(YPk), rib end-to-end length (Sx), and rib skewness (XPk) in mid- and lower-level ribs.
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Figure 3.8: Data point cloud showing all rib pump-handle (αPH), lateral swing (αLS), and
bucket-handle (αBH) angle parameters between ages 20 and 90 years for males (blue) and
females (red). Linear regression lines are included along with their explanatory power
(r-squared).
show only marginal univariate trends with age, with a slight increase in φpia and decrease
in Bp seen primarily in upper rib levels.
Rib pump-handle αPH angles are given in Figure 3.8, with most ribs oriented between
40° (more vertically hanging, “narrow-chested”) and 80° (closer to horizontal, “barrel-
chested”). Age associations with αPH are seen for both genders (p < 0.001, all ribs).
However, the rate of change (1.43° per decade for males at the 6th ribs, 0.43° for females)
and the percentage of population variation explained by age alone (8 % within males, 1 %
within females) differ considerably.
The lateral swing αLS parameter shows clear differences by rib level since different
ribs extend closer to the sternum (αLS near 20°) in ribs 2 and 3, and finish more laterally
with each successive rib level. In general only minor univariate trends with age are seen,
with increased age associated with slight increases in αLS angle for lower ribs in males.
Similarly small univariate aging effects are seen in bucket-handle αBH angles, with age
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alone unable to explain more than 1 % of the overall population variance within either
gender.
3.2.3 Multivariate regression models
The univariate analyses shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 highlight clear trends in a num-
ber of the model parameters with age, however they are not necessarily independent of
confounding demographic variables such as height and weight which will also affect rib
geometry. Multivariate linear regression was therefore performed for each rib and param-
eter using demographic variables of age, height, weight, and sex as predictors. Full model
regression coefficients for all parameters are supplied in Table 3.4, while Table 3.5 gives
the proportion of population variation within each parameter that is explained by the demo-
graphics predictors in each regression model.
Regression results show, for example, that a person’s height is the most strongly corre-
lated demographic with rib length (Sx), and that 6th rib length increases at a rate of 0.56 mm
for each gained cm in stature (p  0.001). Similarly, males will have 6th ribs Sx span
10.2 mm longer than females of equivalent demographics, and the isolated age effect on Sx
is an elongation of 2.6 mm per decade (p 0.001).
Aspect ratio, on the other hand, is most strongly related to an increase with age, with
the peak of the 6th rib (YPk) moving down towards the x-axis in the local rib plane at a
rate of 0.01 normalized rib units per decade (p  0.001). Sex and height have negligible
influence on YPk values for most ribs, while the independent effect of weight is to increase
aspect ratio at a rate of 0.036 normalized rib units per 10 kg gained (p 0.001).
Rib skewness is primarily influenced by age and height, with a movement of the 6th rib
XPk coordinate towards the proximal end by about 0.005 normalized rib units per decade
and 0.0005 units per cm gained in stature (p 0.001). φpia differs significantly by gender,
with female 6th ribs pointing initially 5.6° more posteriorly than male ribs. A less strong
independent age and weight effect also exists whereby ribs increase in φpia by around 0.7°
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Table 3.4: In-plane rib shape model with parameter coefficients predicted by demographics.
Age (A) is in years, sex (S) is 0 for males and 1 for females, height (H) is in meters, weight
(W) is in kilograms, along with the regression intercept (I). Subscript denotes scale factor.
For example, WE-3 indicates weight in kg scaled by 1 × 10−3. Coefficients significantly
different from zero at the p < 0.01 level are shown in bold.
Sx XPk YPk
# I AE-3 SE-1 HE-1 WE-3 IE-3 AE-5 SE-3 HE-3 WE-5 IE-2 AE-5 SE-3 HE-3 WE-5
1 32 92 -23 189 38 408 -21 3 -12 7 63 -60 -10 -38 -8
2 56 124 -33 285 13 306 15 -4 18 -27 65 -80 1 10 -9
3 68 159 -38 398 -15 285 18 8 47 -40 60 -88 -0 10 13
4 82 187 -59 467 -26 337 -6 4 4 -27 55 -92 2 1 24
5 91 231 -91 519 -23 392 -24 2 -38 -7 52 -102 8 -9 28
6 97 260 -102 557 -42 399 -47 -0 -49 7 48 -109 6 -15 36
7 105 274 -102 572 -41 431 -69 -3 -73 16 43 -107 1 -13 39
8 93 236 -104 651 -21 470 -72 -2 -90 21 44 -89 -5 -37 35
9 83 184 -102 652 4 471 -62 1 -65 19 41 -77 -4 -20 29
10 66 178 -89 639 43 456 -51 -7 -36 7 38 -67 -10 -12 12
11 36 160 -80 646 53 521 -47 -15 -61 1 32 -55 -16 -8 6
12 4 32 -89 492 126 425 -45 -28 -14 28 10 -7 -6 39 18
φpia Bp Bd
# I AE-3 SE-1 HE-1 WE-3 IE-2 AE-4 SE-2 HE-2 WE-4 IE-2 AE-4 SE-2 HE-2 WE-4
1 82 66 12 -12 -27 -73 19 2 16 -11 157 93 -4 -24 27
2 119 58 30 -52 -28 -58 -3 6 14 -1 12 39 -2 31 -15
3 117 69 29 -15 -21 -30 -17 1 -12 10 -24 13 6 37 -15
4 112 78 37 -4 -19 -28 -18 -1 -13 12 45 -9 2 -20 -13
5 103 81 45 47 -34 -35 -17 -2 -5 4 19 -20 -1 -28 1
6 102 72 56 55 -57 -22 -13 -2 -8 -1 10 -27 4 -28 -4
7 100 69 60 56 -73 -46 -4 -4 11 -5 -22 21 19 9 -36
8 87 65 44 118 -88 -74 -3 -4 29 -6 7 -3 16 1 -43
9 82 39 42 113 -86 -60 -12 -4 10 -0 56 -28 13 -15 -39
10 72 20 27 142 -98 0 -18 -10 -38 21 18 4 -3 -12 -9
11 67 11 39 122 -80 -52 -30 -22 -13 34 224 87 27 -146 35
12 42 -53 -16 132 12 -120 63 25 -23 -15 153 11 21 -45 52
αPH αLS αBH
# IE-1 AE-3 SE-2 HE-1 WE-3 I AE-3 SE-2 HE-1 WE-3 IE-1 AE-3 SE-1 HE-1 WE-3
1 767 98 -378 -240 230 30 -70 -32 100 -93 89 -17 -2 73 -106
2 781 99 -371 -244 252 16 -31 -134 64 -49 100 -6 -13 -11 -21
3 780 93 -367 -243 262 19 -32 -83 44 -44 66 0 -1 8 -29
4 763 88 -372 -236 263 24 -28 -117 22 -37 97 11 2 0 -41
5 749 86 -368 -236 268 29 -24 -156 -3 -25 88 14 5 14 -48
6 711 87 -323 -229 275 35 -6 -199 -25 -14 106 30 5 23 -66
7 713 87 -274 -237 266 40 10 -198 -32 -6 85 49 2 63 -86
8 669 85 -182 -221 254 45 16 -193 -33 1 86 55 -7 89 -115
9 670 92 -133 -220 235 56 10 -155 -62 15 66 30 -22 104 -129
10 603 104 -87 -181 205 69 10 -113 -97 44 67 -14 -30 102 -129
11 546 80 -25 -132 160 83 24 -67 -100 38 42 -30 -46 116 -120
12 632 54 -121 -118 95 116 32 -72 -118 -41 142 -9 -72 102 -161
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Table 3.5: Percentage of overall population variation per parameter explained (r-squared)
by regression models to age, height, weight, gender.
# Sx XPk YPk φpia Bp Bd αPH αLS αBH
1 23 0 4 3 0 2 30 12 9
2 22 2 7 8 1 2 36 10 1
3 22 5 9 8 6 1 41 10 0
4 27 2 11 9 6 1 43 9 2
5 35 2 16 11 3 1 47 8 2
6 38 4 20 12 1 2 50 5 5
7 39 9 23 11 1 5 50 3 8
8 46 10 21 7 2 5 48 3 12
9 50 8 19 6 1 5 48 1 16
10 49 7 16 4 3 -0 47 3 17
11 35 7 14 3 8 5 40 2 17
12 12 3 4 1 1 0 7 2 8
per decade and decrease by 0.6° per added 10 kg.
Using the full model parameters presented in Table 3.4 we can predict the expected set
of six shape parameters per rib for a person of a known demographic. With those parame-
ters we then apply them back to the parametric shape model to generate that demographic’s
expected rib geometry. For example, Figure 3.9 shows the expected geometric rib shapes
determined by the regressed model parameters that are typical for three females and three
males of 50 years of age with heights and weights equal to the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentile
height and weight for their respective genders.
This same approach is used to illustrate the aging effect on rib shapes in Figure 3.10.
Here, just one stature demographic is held constant (50th percentile female) and person
age is varied from 20 to 90 years at 5-year increments. From this figure it is clear to see
the effect of elongation of the rib span (with the 6th rib Sx progressing from 179 mm to
197 mm) coupled with an increase in overall aspect ratio (YPk shifting from 0.31 to 0.28 in
normalized rib coordinates).
Similarly, Figure 3.11 shows the expected change in rib shapes due to weight. A 50-
year-old, 162 cm tall female baseline is used, and weight is varied from 40 kg to 175 kg.
The results show that rib shape changes primarily in the mid-to-lower ribs, with expansion
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Figure 3.9: Predicted in-plane rib shapes by demographic for small, medium, and large
(5th, 50th, and 95th percentile weight and stature) males and females, all at 50 years of age.
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Figure 3.10: Predicted in-plane rib shapes by age. Baseline demographic is the 50th per-
centile female with specific age represented by line color. Ribs become more elongated
and increase in aspect ratio with age.
of the lateral rib aspects as weight is gained. The maximum physical separation between
the expected rib shapes for the 40 kg and 175 kg individual in this figure occurs at the
antero-lateral region of the 8th rib, where the rib paths differ by up to 9 mm in the local rib
plane. Figure 3.12 illustrates the height effect using again a 50-year-old female baseline
(71 kg), with her height adjusted along the range seen throughout the female population.
Here the expected effect of increasing height is, understandably, to increase overall rib size
as each incremental rib in Figure 3.12 shows clearly.
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Figure 3.11: Predicted in-plane rib shapes by weight. Baseline demographic is a 50-years
female of 162 cm stature, with specific weight represented by line color. Ribs in heavier
individuals are rounder, having lower aspect ratio (higher YPk).
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Figure 3.12: Predicted in-plane rib shapes by height. Baseline demographic is a 50-years
female of 71 kg weight, with specific height represented by line color. A clear size effect is
seen whereby Sx increases with person height.
3.2.3.1 Testing model accuracy via indirect parameters
The results seen in Figure 3.10 show the changes in rib shapes built from sets of shape
model parameters that are themselves predicted by regressions to specific demographics (in
this case females of 50th percentile height and weight and of various ages). In that sense, all
regressed parameters including the direct geometric measures of rib size (Sx), aspect ratio
(YPk), skewness (XPk), and proximal inner angle (φpia) match the estimated central value
for the supplied demographic, at least to the accuracy of the regression models.
However, this does not guarantee that any derived measures of shape (i.e., those not
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Figure 3.13: Expected values for rib arc length (L2d), inner angle at the distal end (φdia),
and local curvature at posterior (κpost) and distal (κdist) locations, along with values from
rebuilt ribs matching that demographic. Regression models fitted to the values measured
directly in the population are used to query for the expected values (with 95 % confidence
interval) for 50th percentile females of varying ages.
explicitly regressed to as model parameters) will also reflect the typical values for a given
demographic. For example, the inner angle at the distal end (φdia) is a rib shape measure
which, when measured directly from all ribs in the population, is seen to decrease with age
(p < 0.001 for all rib levels). The extent to which reconstructed rib shapes reflect such
trends seen in indirect parameters – when using ribs that are rebuilt by sets of predicted
parameters with different ages as input to regression – serves to test the suitability of the
model presented here to produce geometry that truly reflects overall population trends.
This comparison is illustrated in Figure 3.13, which shows both expected values (via
regression to demographics of the values measured directly from ribs in the population) and
obtained values (via rebuilt ribs using predicted parameter values for that demographic) for
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each of the four indirect shape measures. The displayed demographic series is from 50th
percentile females, with each observation matching one rib shape from the series of F50
ribs that were shown in Figure 3.10. Corresponding figures for results from small female
and large male baseline demographics (F05, M95) are given in Figures 3.14 to 3.17 on the
following pages.
Results in Figure 3.13 show that the reconstructed ribs have equivalent length (L2d) to
the expected rib length seen in the population. Trends in inner angle at the distal end (φdia)
and rib curvature at the posterior region (κpost) also match well to the expected popula-
tion values, with only marginally lower values in reconstructed ribs than expected based
on measures from the given population. Rib curvature at the distal end shows the largest
divergence from population results, with reconstructed ribs having around 10 % lower cur-
vature at this distal extremity than is expected, particularly at the 6th rib level in an older
population.
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Figure 3.14: Predicted in-plane rib shapes by age. Baseline demographic is the 5th per-
centile female with specific age represented by line color. Ribs become more elongated
and increase in aspect ratio with age.
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Figure 3.15: Expected values for rib arc length (L2d), inner angle at the distal end (φdia),
and local curvature at posterior (κpost) and distal (κdist) locations, along with values from
rebuilt ribs matching that demographic. Regression models fitted to the values measured
directly in the population are used to query for the expected values (with 95 % confidence
interval) for 5th percentile females of varying ages.
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Figure 3.16: Predicted in-plane rib shapes by age. Baseline demographic is the 95th per-
centile male with specific age represented by line color. Ribs become more elongated and
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Figure 3.17: Expected values for rib arc length (L2d), inner angle at the distal end (φdia),
and local curvature at posterior (κpost) and distal (κdist) locations, along with values from
rebuilt ribs matching that demographic. Regression models fitted to the values measured
directly in the population are used to query for the expected values (with 95 % confidence
interval) for 95th percentile males of varying ages.
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3.3 Discussion
This study has applied a parsimonious model of in-plane rib shape and rib orientation
measures to a large adult population to quantify its variation and, in particular, investi-
gate the changes in rib anatomy that occur with age. Univariate (age) and multivariate
(age, height, weight, sex) regression models for parameters are compared in terms of their
explanatory power and the multivariate models are used to produce typical or expected rib
shapes for particular demographics.
3.3.1 Rib shape model considerations
A feature of the shape model introduced in Chapter 2 and Holcombe et al. (2016) is that
four of its six parameters are themselves inherent geometric measures of rib geometry. This
provides an advantage over other generalized methods of rib cage shape analysis such as
GPA or PCA – which parameterize the position of a large cloud of points – by ensuring that
the shape model’s regression coefficients for demographic factors are themselves directly
meaningful and easily understood. For example, the negative coefficients for age in the YPk
parameter of Table 3.4 give clear evidence of increasing aspect ratios in ribs throughout
adulthood. The shape model also provides a more concise set of parameters than would
otherwise be obtained using point cloud data, and results show that these parameters have
low inter-dependence and are normally distributed across the population, lending validity
to subsequent regression analyses.
Another important aspect of the shape model is its accuracy in representing the under-
lying geometric rib data. The mean absolute error (MAE) between a target rib point and its
fitted shape model was 0.41 mm. For comparison to past literature, Kindig’s 7-parameter
geometric model based on a circle and a semi-ellipse (Kindig and Kent, 2013) reported an
MAE of 0.78 mm indicating that, on average, the spiral model used here reduces geometric
fitting error by approximately 40 %.
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Measures of curvature using the shape model from this study showed strong agree-
ment with previously published results. Mohr et al. (2007) reported average curvature of
0.017 mm−1 at the posterior regions of mid-level ribs while Dansereau and Stokes (1988)
reported maximum curvature along the whole rib between 0.018 mm−1 and 0.033 mm−1.
In this study the average κpost values for ribs 3–9 fell between 0.017 mm−1 and 0.021 mm−1.
At the distal end of the ribs, average κdist values in this study ranged from 0.007 mm−1 to
0.011 mm−1, which is similar to the range of 0.006 mm−1 to 0.008 mm−1 reported by Mohr
et al. (2007).
3.3.2 Rib changes by demographics
This study attempts to identify specific effects of age on overall rib shape and orien-
tation. Increases in rib pump-handle αPH angle have previously been noted as an aging
effect (Gayzik et al., 2008; Kent et al., 2005b), and results from this study do confirm that
association. However, results also describe novel and significant changes in rib shape. The
sections below will discuss the relative sensitivity of these two effects to age and other
demographic factors.
3.3.2.1 Rib orientation with age and weight
When considering rib orientation, univariate regression by gender of αPH angle to age
shows a stronger relationship in males than in females, with both the rate of change and the
proportion of population variance that age can explain (8 % at rib 6 compared to 1 %) being
larger. When all demographic variables are used in multivariate regression the explanatory
power increases substantially to around 50 % of the overall population variance for mid-
level ribs. Notably, the inclusion of one-way interaction terms to the regression analysis
offered little additional predictive power (less than 1 % for all ribs), indicating that after
accounting for weight and stature in the multivariate analyses, gender-dependent age effects
(such as were present in univariate analyses) were minimal. The relative contributions of
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age and weight on αPH angle can be investigated through the model coefficients reported
in Table 3.4. In general older individuals, heavier individuals, shorter individuals, and
males can be expected to have more “barrel-chested” rib angles than their counterparts
(p < 0.001 in all ribs for age, height, weight, and p < 0.01 in ribs 2–8 for gender). The
average population αPH angle at the 6th rib is 57.8° and its standard deviation is 8.6°.
Comparatively, the expected change in αPH across the whole age spectrum (i.e., between
a 20-year-old and 90-year-old) is 6.9°, or 0.8 SD from population measures of αPH . That
same 6.9° change brought about by a 70-year age differential is also brought about by a
25 kg increase in weight (equal to around 1 SD). In other words, the difference in αPH seen
two between adults at opposite ends of the age spectrum (but with other demographics
similar) will be much smaller than the difference in αPH between a light person and a
heavier person of similar age.
3.3.2.2 Rib shape with age
A more direct aging effect is highlighted in Figure 3.10 whereby older ribs elongate in
end-to-end span and adopt a shallower overall curvature. These changes are reflected in
the age coefficients for the Sx and YPk parameters of Table 3.4. The independent effect
of age is to increase rib Sx span by up to 2.7 mm (7th rib, p < 0.001 for ribs 1–10) for
every added decade. As a result, across a 70-year adult lifetime an individual of average
stature is likely to see the separation between ends of their longest ribs expand by 2.7 cm, or
approximately 13 %. This elongation is coupled with increases in rib aspect ratio, with YPk
being significantly associated with age for ribs 1–11 (p < 0.001 in ribs 1–10). The result of
this association is that the rib peak moves progressively closer to the x-axis of the local rib
plane at a rate of between 0.006 (ribs 1 and 10) and 0.010 (mid-level ribs) normalized rib
units per decade. For perspective on these primary aging effects, a 70-year age difference
reflects 6th rib changes in YPk that amount to 1.5 SD from population distributions in YPk,
and changes in Sx that amount to 1.1 SD from population distributions in Sx. Each of
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these shape effects are more strongly associated with age than the 0.8 SD changes seen in
αPH . The relative sensitivity of each of these parameters to age is presented graphically in
Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: The relative sensitivity of 6th rib angle (αPH) and rib shape parameters
(Sx,YPk) to age. Shape parameters are seen to be more strongly linked to the independent
effect of age.
Other independent associations with age tend to be less strong and affect a more limited
region of the rib cage. For instance, an age effect on rib skewness is most prominent at
mid to lower level ribs (reductions in XPk of between 0.002 and 0.007 units per decade),
whereas age influences φpia angle more prominently in mid to upper level ribs (increasing
by around 0.7° per decade). In the case of φpia there is also a clear gender effect, with
females having higher φpia angles than males of equivalent demographics by up to 6.0°
(p < 0.001). Gender differences are most clearly distinguished by overall rib size, with Sx
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is seen to be between 2.3 mm (1st rib) and 10.4 mm (8th rib) longer in males than females
of equivalent demographics. Person height is also strongly correlated with Sx, with each
additional 1 cm in stature corresponding to 0.2 mm–0.6 mm extension of Sx at each rib
(p < 0.001). Weight is the only demographic variable other than age that is independently
associated with aspect ratio, whereby a small increase is seen in YPk for ribs 4–10 of 0.001
to 0.004 normalized rib units per each added 10 kg. In general there are few trends that are
both statistically significant and consistent across series of rib levels when considering the
Bp and Bd spiral constants. Only in Bd do we see decreasing values for ribs 2–11, however
these are only marginally significant (0.03 < p < 0.05) for ribs 3–6 and 9–11.
Overall, each of the differences that are seen in Table 3.4 have an accumulated effect
to influence rib shape in multiple ways across demographics as depicted by Figures 3.9
to 3.11. The particular aging effect of elongation coupled with increased aspect ratio is
consistent with Shi et al. (2014) who reported an increase in the whole rib cage AP depth
with age that was associated with a decrease in rib cage width especially in the middle of
the rib cage. To the best of our knowledge this is the first study to directly identify these
effects as shape changes to the ribs that are independent of other thoracic changes, and the
first to quantify both the shape changes themselves and also the ability of demographics-
based regression to represent the overall population variability. For context regarding the
question of whether the changes identified in this chapter actually serve to increase overall
rib length with age (i.e., new bone modeling after supposed skeletal maturity) rather than
simply reshaping bone that is already present, the reader is directed to Chapter 5 where
analysis of the corresponding out-of-plane deviation is presented.
3.3.3 Limitations
The resolution of the CT scans used in any medical imaging study poses a limitation on
accuracy when extracting underlying geometry. The majority of CT scans in this study had
a slice spacing of 1.25 mm with an overall range from 0.625 mm to 5 mm. In-plane scan
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resolutions were between 0.54 mm and 0.98 mm with a median of 0.70 mm.
The shape model investigated here is focused on the central axis of the rib and does
not capture cross-sectional geometry or other changes in rib cortical surfaces that may vary
across the population. This is itself a limitation in terms of the results that are reported in
this study, however it also serves to alleviate problems with scan resolution since overall
rib cross-sections (from which the central axis is derived) are structures many times larger
than pixel sizes in even the lowest resolution scans.
The population itself is large compared to previous studies of rib and rib cage shape and
carries data from 1000 live subjects. While study demographics match well to the general
US population, it should be noted that subjects are sampled from one region of North
America and individual ethnicity was not considered. Therefore care should be taken when
extending results to different regional populations.
The CT scans were taken under a trauma protocol having the patients hold their breath
during the image capturing sequence meaning results reported here are for a condition of
maximal lung inspiration. It is expected that some patients may have difficulty adhering
fully to this protocol, particularly those with chest injuries. This could lead to variations
in measured rib angle from an otherwise healthy population due to expected differences
throughout a respiratory cycle (Bellemare et al., 2001, 2003).
Rib pump-handle αPH angles are reported with respect to the scan coronal plane or
scanning bed. However, spine posture varies throughout the population. Since ribs articu-
late directly with the spine, kyphosis seen in some portions of the elderly population (Bar-
tynski et al., 2005) would serve to lower αPH angles in those individuals. This difference
should be accounted for when comparing the current results to measures of independent
orientation of ribs with respect to a curved spine, rather than the fixed reference plane used
here.
The inner organs and other internal anatomy of the chest is asymmetrical, which would
in turn lead to some degree of asymmetry between left and right sided rib anatomy. Small
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but statistically significant differences inXPk and φpia parameters across sides were observed,
indicating some nominal difference in skewness between ribs on the left and right sides of
the body. With the goal of this study being to describe the more substantial variations
seen across demographics however, ribs from left and right sides were pooled and results
reported by rib level only.
Finally, the comparison of live population trends to the trends seen in rebuilt ribs shows
that care should be taken when using the demographics-based regression model in applica-
tions that are strongly dependent on the local curvature at the distal end of the rib (κdist).
The regression models for each direct parameter (size, aspect ratio, skewness, inner angle
at the proximal end) ensure a central estimate is obtained for a given demographic, and
results also show that indirect measures of rib length, distal inner angle, and posterior rib
curvature are very well represented when recreating ribs from these regressed parameters.
However, the indirect property of distal rib curvature (κdist) is seen to be slightly underes-
timated by recreated rib shapes when compared to the true curvature seen directly in the
population.
3.3.4 Conclusions
A statistical model of the human rib shape and orientation in the body was developed
that accounts for variations by age, height, weight, and sex. The size and shape of ribs
were represented using the six-parameter shape model which was applied to 1000 subjects
and multivariate regression was used for a predictive model of typical rib geometry based
on demographic factors. All demographic factors had statistically significant effects on
rib shape and orientation, with height and gender being most strongly associated with rib
size and weight being most strongly associated with rib pump-handle angle. The primary
effect of age was on a unique aspect of rib shape, with older ribs being more elongated
and having flatter overall curvature than younger ribs. Study results include a statistical rib
shape model that gives the geometric basis for building ribs that are typical for any specific
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demographics group. This can be used to enhance computational modeling of the thoracic
rib cage by improving the fidelity of rib geometry, particularly when that geometry is being
designed or modified to match particular demographic groups.
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CHAPTER 4
The influence of shape on mechanical properties
In this chapter we expand our focus beyond just geometric shape changes and begin
investigating the mechanical consequences of those changes. Chapter 2 introduced a rib
new shape model, and Chapter 3 applied it to a large adult population showing the expected
changes in shape with age and other demographics. Here we use that information to sim-
ulate idealized loading of FE rib models from both the original live population, and also
from representative ribs that have been rebuilt based on the demographics-driven regres-
sion models. The key features of interest for each rib in this chapter are its stiffness (i.e.,
its ability to resist deformation) and the distribution of stress that occurs along its length
during loading. The primary aim of the chapter is to address the question of whether the
shape changes that have been associated with aging will have have mechanical implications
that change their response to loading. We also consider the more general question of which
rib shapes are stiffest and softest under various loading conditions, and look to convey that
information in a way that is useful to researchers performing physical testing.
4.1 Mechanical modeling and simulation
4.1.1 Simulated rib geometry sets
Three sets of rib geometries are utilized in this chapter, with each set built using rib
shape model parameters either fitted directly to real rib data, or artificially generated using
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the linear regression models (to age, height, weight, gender) presented in Chapter 3.
The first set of geometries came directly from the same 1000 adults (22,692 individ-
ual ribs) that comprised the study population introduced in Chapter 3. The second set of
geometries are related to these same 1000 individuals, but instead of using their original
rib shapes we will use shapes that are rebuilt via regression (from coefficients in Table 3.4
of Section 3.2.3) to those individuals’ demographic factors. This second set is used only
briefly in this chapter in order to test how well the regression models to demographics can
predict the mechanical responses seen from the original rib geometries. The third set of
rib geometries match no specific individuals. Instead, they are rebuilt from demographics-
based regression (again, Section 3.2.3) using specific body heights, weights, and genders.
The demographic specifications come from six series – a series each for small, medium,
and large males and females – who have their ages varied from 20 to 90 years at 5-year
increments. Specifically, each series will be designated by its gender and its height and
weight percentile, such as F05 (small female series from young to old), M95 (large male
series), and so on. The baseline demographic factors for each series were chosen to match
CDC population percentiles, and are reproduced for convenience in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Demographics of representatives for each series of recreated rib shapes.
Representative %ile Sex Height (cm) Weight (kg)
F05 5th F 152 50
F50 50th F 162 71
F95 95th F 174 114
M05 5th M 163 62
M50 50th M 176 86
M95 95th M 188 124
4.1.2 Simulation setup
As was first presented in Section 2.4.3, FE models of ribs were created from overall
rib shapes and simulations of their mechanical properties were performed using LS-DYNA
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(Livermore Software Technology Corporation). Simulated conditions include those similar
to a number of experimental studies of isolated ribs subjected to external loading. It should
be made clear at the outset that the simulations used here are not designed to optimally
model the overall mechanics of those experiments. Instead, they are intended only as a tool
for exposing the relative changes in mechanical properties that come as a result of variations
in overall rib shape. For a more detailed model aimed at replicating experimental results,
the reader is recommended to refer to Li et al. (2010).
4.1.2.1 Rib geometric meshing and materials
Using in-plane rib geometry as the centroidal axis, each tested rib was modeled using
2-D shells forming a cylindrical mesh of constant 5 mm radius around the central axis.
A custom MATLAB function was built to produce rib geometry consisting of 100 equally
sized shell elements along its length and 12 elements around its circumference as depicted
in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Simulation geometry and mesh overview showing the cylindrical shell mesh
around a rib’s centroidal path.
A simple linear elastic material model was used as first described in Section 2.4.3, with
material properties shown below in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Elastic material and shell element properties used in all rib simulations.
ρ (kg/m3) E (GPa) ν Shell thick. (mm)
2000 11 0.3 1.0
4.1.2.2 Boundary conditions and load cases
With a cylindrical rib mesh in place, a NODAL_RIGID_BODY was formed using the
ring of nodes at each end of the rib allowing point constraints to be placed on the center of
mass of these rigid bodies to be transferred smoothly to the rib’s deformable shell elements.
In all loading cases the proximal end was constrained against translation in all 3 direc-
tions and against rotation around the local rib x- and y- axes, allowing only a single degree
of rotational freedom about the out-of-plane z-axis. The distal end was similarly con-
strained in rotation, but an additional degree of translational freedom was allowed in certain
loading conditions (see below) along the local x-axis.
Simulations were performed under each of four separate loading conditions as illus-
trated in Table 4.3, which identifies loading directions and reaction force measurements.
The first loading condition (referred to henceforth as axial compression) represents uniax-
ial loading along an axis passing through the rib ends. In a frontal motor vehicle crash,
this loading orientation is similar to that experienced as the chest is restrained by a seatbelt.
This condition is also functionally similar to a number of physical experiments performed
testing individual ribs (Charpail et al., 2005; Daegling et al., 2008; Kindig et al., 2011;
Kindig and Kent, 2013; Agnew et al., 2015).
A second loading condition (constrained axial compression) places an additional con-
straint via a rigid wall above the rib in its in-plane orientation. This condition is chosen
to represent some form of lateral constraint to a body (from, say, contact with the vehi-
cle door) while body-anterior loading is experienced. The third loading condition (lateral
compression) represents loading to the body from a lateral direction, whereby the isolated
rib is loaded along the y-axis of its local rib plane. Finally, a constrained lateral loading
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condition was chosen to represent a combination of body-anterior and body-lateral loading.
It is clear that the real-world loading conditions within MVCs are more complex than
these four idealized representations. It is also understood that even controlled laboratory
testing cannot fully reproduce these conditions as they often require potting of rib ends or
other forms of fixation. Nevertheless, these idealized conditions are chosen to represent
some of basic modes of deformation that ribs may experience during loading to the body,
and to do so as simply as possible in order to retain sensitivity of the model setup only to
overall shape.
Loading in all cases was applied in a quasi-static fashion over a 150 ms simulation
time. To help remove any dynamic effects, nodal velocity was prescribed using a velocity
ramp curve which provided gradual displacement as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Resulting
force measures were checked for inertial artifacts such as ringing or settling time (via test
simulations with abruptly ceased displacements) and were found to be consistent with the
intended condition of quasi-static loading.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation loading curves showing specified boundary conditions at the loaded
rib location.
Stiffness to any given loading condition was determined by the initial slope of the force
vs. displacement relationship. To calculate this, a best-fit line was applied to these measures
taken between absolute displacements of 0.15 mm and 6 mm for axial compression, and
0.1 mm and 4 mm for axial compression.
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Table 4.3: Simulation loading and boundary conditions.
Axial compression
Rib fixed at proximal end by pivot
joint, and at distal end by sliding pivot
joint. Linear displacement along x-axis
applied to distal end. Reaction force
measured at distal end.
Constrained axial compression
In addition to axial compression condi-
tions, a frictionless rigid wall is placed
immediately above the rib constraining
vertical displacement during axial com-
pression. Reaction force measured at
distal end.
Lateral compression
A moving flat rigid wall applies vertical
displacement from above. Rib fixed at
the proximal end by a pivot joint, and at
distal end by a sliding pivot joint. Reac-
tion force measured at wall.
Constrained lateral compression
Both rib ends constrained by pivot
joints, with moving rigid wall contact-
ing rib shape from above. Reaction
force measured at wall.
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4.2 Results
All individuals’ ribs were subjected to each of the four simulated loading conditions.
Stiffness to each loading type was recorded, along with the position and value of maximum
von-mises stress along each rib during deformation.
4.2.1 Population stiffness results
Stiffness results by age and sex for all loading conditions are shown for ribs 2 to 9
in Figure 4.3. Here, scattered outcome data is plotted against age for each rib, and the
univariate trend with age shown by a regression line each for males and females. The
proportion of overall variation in stiffness that is explained by linear regression to age
alone is included for each rib.
In axial compression (Kax), there is a consistent trend across all ribs whereby stiffness
increases due to the shape changes that come from age (p < 0.001). This trend is clearest
(r-squared = 14 % for females, 9 % for males) at the 7th rib level. The added frictionless
wall at the apex of ribs in constrained axial compression (KaxCon) leads to a stiffer overall
response, with an average increase of 3.4 times the stiffness seen in simple axial compres-
sion. Similar trends with age are seen whereby stiffness increases significantly for males
and females (p < 0.001). The explanatory power of age alone, however, is relatively weak
with up to 7 % of variation in females explained by age, and up to 4 % in males.
Under lateral loading conditions, no clear trend is seen with age for mid-level ribs (4
through 9), however a small decrease in stiffness is seen with age for higher rib levels. Con-
strained lateral loading provides the stiffest response of the four conditions, with vertical
deflection occurring at over 100 N/mm for most ribs. Univariate trends in stiffness with
age are generally small, with the increases in stiffness with age at mid-level ribs explaining
under 3 % of overall variation.
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Figure 4.3: Characteristic rib stiffness to multiple loading conditions by age and gender,
ribs 2 to 9. Rows show (from top to bottom) stiffness under axial loading (Kax), constrained
axial loading (KaxCon), lateral loading (Klat), and constrained lateral loading (KlatCon).
Best fit lines are given for males and females along with the explanatory power (r-squared)
of age as a predictor of stiffness.
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4.2.1.1 Predictive power of regression
In addition to the main population of rib shapes extracted from CT scans of the live
subjects, we also created a corresponding set of rib shapes; this time by passing those indi-
viduals’ demographic factors to the shape-by-regression model developed in Chapter 3.
By doing this we can compare the ability of ribs from this regression model to accurately
reflect the stiffness results that were obtained from their original, directly fitted, counter-
parts. Using 6th rib level ribs for this comparison, results are summarized in Table 4.4.
They show that rebuilt ribs were better able to predict stiffness measures under simple
axial compression than any other loading condition. Specifically, 62 % of the variation in
axial stiffness (Kax) that was seen in the original population could be reflected by using the
regression model of rib shape driven by demographics.
Table 4.4: Predictive power (r-squared) of ribs rebuilt using the demographics regression
model to reflect rib stiffness as measured from the original real geometries.
Loading condition r-squared
Free axial 0.62
Constrained axial 0.27
Free lateral 0.25
Constrained lateral 0.23
4.2.2 Rib shape by stiffness
Ribs from all subjects were stratified by their stiffness under each loading condition,
and separated into groups from least to most stiff. Averages for each of the six rib shape
parameters were calculated from within groups, and are provided in Tables 4.5 to 4.8 to
quantify the softest shapes (below 10th percentile in stiffness), average (45th to 55th per-
centile), and stiffest rib shapes (above 90th percentile) under a given loading condition.
These data are then passed directly to the rib shape model to produce typical rib shapes
matching those same categories from softest to stiffest under each loading condition as
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shown in Figures 4.4 to 4.7.
In axial loading (Figure 4.4 and Table 4.5), stiffer ribs tend to have shorter end-to-end
spans (lower Sx parameter), and greater aspect ratio (lower YPk). Stiffer ribs also had
marginally greater inner angles at the vertebral end (φpia), making them initially extend
more posteriorly at the vertebral end. Overall it is clear that size and arc length tend to
control the stiffness response under axial loading.
Table 4.5: Rib shape parameters by stiffness (Kax) in axial loading (5th, 50th, and 95th
percentile stiffness across the population).
Sx (mm) XPk (mm/Sx) YPk (mm/Sx) φpia (deg.) Bp Bd
# 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th
1 73 71 65 0.40 0.40 0.41 0.60 0.52 0.47 82 80 78 -0.44 -0.48 -0.54 1.62 1.50 1.57
2 121 111 101 0.32 0.31 0.34 0.66 0.62 0.58 113 112 111 -0.28 -0.29 -0.40 0.72 0.65 0.92
3 150 142 132 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.63 0.59 0.54 114 117 121 -0.47 -0.50 -0.56 0.36 0.35 0.40
4 174 166 157 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.57 0.53 0.48 113 116 119 -0.44 -0.48 -0.56 -0.02 -0.10 0.02
5 194 185 176 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.52 0.48 0.44 111 115 117 -0.47 -0.51 -0.58 -0.28 -0.39 -0.43
6 205 199 190 0.31 0.30 0.28 0.48 0.43 0.39 109 114 116 -0.43 -0.45 -0.48 -0.46 -0.50 -0.51
7 217 207 201 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.44 0.40 0.34 106 111 114 -0.35 -0.36 -0.41 -0.34 -0.17 0.11
8 221 208 196 0.31 0.31 0.29 0.40 0.37 0.32 104 105 106 -0.32 -0.39 -0.43 -0.27 -0.22 -0.11
9 212 198 183 0.35 0.35 0.34 0.40 0.36 0.32 96 98 100 -0.47 -0.51 -0.65 -0.17 -0.06 0.00
10 200 182 165 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.33 0.29 88 88 85 -0.45 -0.54 -0.66 -0.07 -0.11 -0.15
11 180 154 132 0.39 0.39 0.41 0.32 0.28 0.23 85 82 77 -0.36 -0.58 -1.21 0.13 0.46 1.77
12 134 99 46 0.44 0.42 0.31 0.24 0.18 0.12 84 62 35 -1.29 -1.66 0.41 1.47 0.71 1.48
Figure 4.4: Typical rib shapes exhibiting low, medium, and high stiffness under axial com-
pression. Stiffer ribs had lower Sx and YPk values.
Under constrained axial loading (Figure 4.5 and Table 4.6) size (Sx) no longer plays
such an important role, particularly in mid-to-lower levels where ribs of varying stiff-
ness were all of approximately equal length. Instead, parameters which dictated rib arc
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length independent of Sx were most closely related to overall stiffness. Ribs that are ini-
tially directed more anteriorly (lower φpia), have less skewness whereby their peak (XPk)
is shifted towards the middle of the rib, and have lower YPk values all produced stiffer
responses to constrained axial loading.
Table 4.6: Rib shape parameters by stiffness (KaxCon) in constrained axial loading (5th,
50th, and 95th percentile stiffness across the population).
Sx (mm) XPk (mm/Sx) YPk (mm/Sx) φpia (deg.) Bp Bd
# 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th
1 69 71 69 0.37 0.40 0.40 0.59 0.52 0.45 93 81 69 -0.51 -0.44 -0.45 2.24 1.63 1.95
2 113 110 108 0.27 0.32 0.37 0.68 0.62 0.56 118 112 105 -0.22 -0.29 -0.43 0.65 0.68 0.92
3 140 141 141 0.30 0.35 0.37 0.65 0.59 0.52 120 117 115 -0.41 -0.49 -0.61 0.36 0.38 0.47
4 164 167 166 0.29 0.32 0.35 0.58 0.53 0.48 119 115 113 -0.42 -0.50 -0.58 -0.04 -0.05 0.00
5 181 185 185 0.28 0.32 0.33 0.54 0.48 0.43 118 114 111 -0.42 -0.51 -0.56 -0.30 -0.37 -0.37
6 195 198 197 0.28 0.30 0.31 0.49 0.44 0.39 116 113 109 -0.41 -0.47 -0.46 -0.46 -0.51 -0.45
7 205 208 207 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.45 0.39 0.34 115 111 103 -0.35 -0.40 -0.34 -0.36 -0.22 0.21
8 211 207 204 0.29 0.31 0.31 0.41 0.36 0.32 109 107 97 -0.38 -0.41 -0.36 -0.35 -0.22 -0.09
9 206 199 190 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.40 0.35 0.31 103 99 92 -0.51 -0.56 -0.56 -0.23 -0.07 0.06
10 191 180 168 0.38 0.37 0.39 0.37 0.32 0.29 95 94 80 -0.67 -0.70 -0.55 0.07 -0.09 -0.10
11 173 149 134 0.39 0.38 0.39 0.31 0.27 0.23 96 83 73 -0.70 -0.69 -0.94 0.22 0.16 1.42
12 113 108 105 0.39 0.39 0.41 0.21 0.20 0.16 76 71 60 -0.66 -1.76 -2.00 2.50 0.97 0.58
Figure 4.5: Typical rib shapes exhibiting low, medium, and high stiffness under constrained
axial compression. Stiffer ribs had lower YPk and φpia values and higher XPk values.
Figure 4.6 shows the stiffest and softest rib shapes under lateral loading, while Fig-
ure 4.7 shows constrained lateral loading. In both lateral loading conditions rib span (Sx)
is a primary factor driving stiffness. However, in constrained lateral loading other factors
that serve to reduce the overall arc length of a rib tend to produce the stiffest response.
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Table 4.7: Rib shape parameters by stiffness (Klat) in lateral loading (5th, 50th, and 95th
percentile stiffness across the population).
Sx (mm) XPk (mm/Sx) YPk (mm/Sx) φpia (deg.) Bp Bd
# 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th
1 80 70 63 0.41 0.38 0.28 0.52 0.51 0.51 76 79 92 -0.21 -0.39 -0.30 2.21 1.40 0.90
2 126 110 98 0.35 0.32 0.27 0.58 0.62 0.65 111 113 114 -0.44 -0.30 -0.14 0.98 0.71 0.49
3 162 141 125 0.36 0.34 0.32 0.53 0.59 0.63 117 117 119 -0.62 -0.49 -0.41 0.39 0.37 0.26
4 189 166 149 0.34 0.32 0.30 0.48 0.53 0.56 115 116 120 -0.63 -0.49 -0.41 -0.11 -0.04 -0.09
5 210 184 167 0.32 0.31 0.28 0.43 0.48 0.51 112 114 117 -0.66 -0.48 -0.38 -0.48 -0.39 -0.38
6 221 196 180 0.32 0.30 0.26 0.40 0.44 0.46 109 113 119 -0.64 -0.45 -0.28 -0.56 -0.53 -0.57
7 231 208 191 0.31 0.29 0.25 0.37 0.39 0.40 105 110 117 -0.58 -0.39 -0.27 -0.27 -0.24 -0.25
8 232 208 192 0.33 0.31 0.27 0.35 0.37 0.36 102 105 112 -0.56 -0.38 -0.28 -0.36 -0.17 -0.28
9 224 198 177 0.36 0.36 0.32 0.34 0.36 0.36 94 98 104 -0.65 -0.54 -0.48 -0.14 -0.06 -0.07
10 204 182 159 0.40 0.38 0.35 0.34 0.32 0.32 91 91 88 -0.77 -0.65 -0.39 -0.10 -0.21 -0.39
11 180 156 130 0.40 0.39 0.38 0.29 0.26 0.26 90 84 85 -0.63 -0.75 -0.84 -0.27 0.45 1.89
12 141 107 67 0.48 0.39 0.31 0.22 0.20 0.16 80 66 59 -1.74 -1.25 -0.50 2.40 0.30 1.25
Figure 4.6: Typical rib shapes exhibiting low, medium, and high stiffness under lateral
compression. Stiffer ribs had lower Sxand XPk values and higher YPk and φpia values.
Figure 4.7: Typical rib shapes exhibiting low, medium, and high stiffness under constrained
lateral compression. Stiffer ribs had lower Sx, YPk, and φpia values.
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Table 4.8: Rib shape parameters by stiffness (KlatCon) in constrained lateral loading (5th,
50th, and 95th percentile stiffness across the population).
Sx (mm) XPk (mm/Sx) YPk (mm/Sx) φpia (deg.) Bp Bd
# 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th 5th 50th 95th
1 71 77 72 0.43 0.33 0.44 0.60 0.51 0.59 86 78 72 -0.71 -0.24 0.43 2.50 2.50 0.86
2 117 111 103 0.28 0.32 0.35 0.64 0.63 0.59 121 113 103 -0.32 -0.30 -0.28 0.66 0.61 0.65
3 147 143 131 0.31 0.35 0.37 0.61 0.59 0.58 124 116 112 -0.48 -0.53 -0.49 0.38 0.38 0.31
4 177 167 154 0.30 0.33 0.34 0.54 0.52 0.52 121 117 110 -0.52 -0.52 -0.44 -0.07 0.03 -0.01
5 194 185 174 0.30 0.32 0.32 0.50 0.48 0.47 118 115 109 -0.56 -0.54 -0.41 -0.39 -0.31 -0.36
6 204 199 188 0.30 0.31 0.30 0.46 0.43 0.42 121 112 108 -0.57 -0.51 -0.26 -0.53 -0.56 -0.58
7 214 209 202 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.41 0.39 0.37 119 110 101 -0.60 -0.38 -0.16 -0.43 -0.12 0.01
8 222 208 197 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.37 0.36 0.34 112 105 96 -0.62 -0.39 -0.15 -0.47 -0.17 -0.12
9 215 197 182 0.36 0.35 0.34 0.36 0.36 0.34 105 97 92 -0.80 -0.55 -0.39 -0.35 -0.03 -0.01
10 197 179 167 0.35 0.37 0.37 0.31 0.33 0.34 91 91 78 -0.87 -0.50 -0.03 -0.19 -0.23 0.04
11 167 146 140 0.38 0.38 0.37 0.27 0.29 0.28 87 81 73 -0.97 -0.70 -0.05 -0.77 0.76 1.46
12 117 88 66 0.41 0.47 0.24 0.19 0.16 0.15 63 45 48 -1.88 -1.00 -0.17 0.98 1.28 2.50
4.2.3 Age series results
The six series of rib shapes that were rebuilt using the demographics-based predictive
model (from Chapter 3) each represent ribs from an individual of a particular demographic
(F05, F50, M95, etc.), and of age ranging from 20 to 90 years. The 6th ribs from across each
series were subjected to the four loading conditions, and their stiffness calculated in each
instance. Results under axial loading are presented in Figure 4.8 with values normalized
by the stiffness of the 20-year-old ribs in each series. In both axial loading and constrained
axial loading, rib stiffness was seen to increase with age. In all demographics stiffness to
axial loading increased by 12 %–17 % as age transitioned from 20 to 90. In constrained
axial loading this increase in stiffness was between 17 % and 31 %. Lateral loading results
(Figure 4.9) were mixed, with larger individuals (M95, M50) showing little to no stiffness
change with age while others showed a decrease in stiffness of between 8 % and 17 %. In
constrained lateral loading this pattern continued, however only the smallest individuals
(F05, F50) showed a decrease in stiffness of around 9 % while others showed no clear
change with age.
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Figure 4.8: Rib stiffness in free and constrained axial compression using demographics-
based series of aged ribs. As age advances from a 20-year-old baseline, the stiffness due to
in-plane shape in each condition increases.
Figure 4.9: Rib stiffness in free and constrained lateral compression using demographics-
based series of aged ribs.
4.2.4 Stress distribution by loading
Exemplar von-mises stress distributions at 5 % compression in each of the loading con-
ditions are shown in Figure 4.10. For loading configurations with a rigid wall contact,
the local stress concentration at the contact site was ignored when tracking the maximum
stress location, and only local maxima at other regions of the rib were considered (see
Figures 4.10 and 4.11).
Figure 4.11 gives the stress profiles along the length of 6th ribs in the F50 age series at a
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displacement of 4 mm. In this figure the maximum von-mises stress at any of the elements
around the rib is shown, resulting in 100 discrete element locations arranged from the
proximal or vertebral end (0 % along the rib arc length) to the distal end (100 % along the
arc length).
Across the full population the maximum stress location under axial loading was invari-
ably within a short distance (2 % of overall rib length) from the apex of the rib. Due to
the differing shapes at each rib level, this was between 40 %–50 % of the arc length for
ribs 2 and 3, and occurred progressively earlier for successive rib levels up to the 8th rib,
which had its apex located between 35 %–45 % along its length. This location of maximum
stress in axial loading was correlated with age at mid-level ribs (p < 0.001 for ribs 4 to
9), with this position shifting posteriorly by 0.5 % of the rib’s arc length per decade. Age
was not seen to alter the offset between the position of maximum stress and the apex of the
rib (p > 0.05 at all rib levels). Under constrained axial loading the location of maximal
stress ranged from 20 %–26 % along the rib’s length (rib 2) to 16 %–19 % along the rib’s
length (rib 9). This location was again seen to move closer to the proximal rib end with
age (p < 0.001 for ribs 2 to 11) at a rate of approximately 0.2 % of the rib’s arc length
per decade (ribs 3 to 9). Constrained lateral loading produced stress distributions similar
to those seen in constrained axial loading, with a concentration due to contact under the
loading wall, and a maximum stress location towards the posteriorly extending rib region.
Free lateral loading stress was dominated by the region in contact with the moving wall.
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Figure 4.10: Von-mises stress distribution at 4 mm compression in each condition for typi-
cal 6th ribs. Wall contact produced a local stress concentration, so maximum stress locations
were considered only in non-contact regions.
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Figure 4.11: Von-mises stress profiles as a function of rib position for 6th ribs from F50
individuals of 20 to 90 years of age. Stress profiles differ by loading condition, and peak
stress locations shift marginally with age.
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4.3 Discussion of mechanical loading results
Shape and mechanical response was simulated using models from a large population
of ribs extracted from CT image data. The subject group was chosen so as to adequately
represent the breadth of demographics seen throughout the population. An efficient para-
metric model produced a simplified representation of the overall rib shape, and mechanical
loading was simulated for each rib. Results in terms of stiffness to loading were collected
in multiple loading conditions. Results showed an increase in rib stiffness with age when
loaded in a largely body-anterior direction, and stiffness results were mixed when loading
in largely body-lateral directions. The specific rib shapes that are stiffest or softest under
different loading conditions were also quantified, with results showing significant reliance
on loading conditions when assessing stiffness due to shape.
4.3.1 Loading conditions
The axial loading condition used in this study was chosen to match the framework
set forth by Charpail et al. (2005) which has since been adopted in multiple experimental
studies (Kindig et al., 2011; Kindig and Kent, 2013; Agnew et al., 2015). This framework
aims to model the forces that may be applied to ribs during frontal impact loading.
Since rib fractures also occur in other impact scenarios, three additional loading setups
were considered that approximate loading that may also be experienced by ribs in lateral or
offset frontal impacts. The constrained axial loading represents a primarily body-anterior
load with a lateral component sufficient to prevent lateral displacement of ribs during defor-
mation. The constrained lateral loading condition represents a primarily lateral load to the
body, but with a sufficient anterior component to prevent anterior rib displacement. The
free lateral loading setup is less likely to be experienced in vivo due to the presence of
costal cartilage and the sternum, but it tests a rib that is loaded from a lateral direction but
experiences no resistance to displacement its sternal end. In each case, an attempt was made
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to present a simple loading condition that may potentially be reproduced experimentally.
4.3.2 Stress location variation
Results from this study suggest that overall shape does influence the position of max-
imum stress as a function of overall arc length. However, this position varies across the
population by around 10 %–15 % of the rib’s length, and primarily tracks key locations
such as the rib peak. In free axial loading, stress is distributed more evenly over a large
portion of the rib than in the two constrained conditions where a localized stress concen-
tration is present near the posterior arch. For context, Agnew et al. (2015) specified rib
positions categorically as posterior, lateral, and anterior, and found fractures after axial
compression to occur in each zone (but with the anterior and lateral locations most com-
mon). This makes fracture distribution in physical experiments far more variable than is
seen in the maximum stress locations here. These results suggest that the actual fracture
site may be more dependent on local factors such as regional material or cortical thickness
properties than it is on overall rib shape.
4.3.3 Stiffness variation due to age and shape
Previous work had identified a clear aging effect on the overall shape of ribs, with older
ribs having longer spans between ends yet passing through an overall shallower curvature
between those ends. This study has confirmed that in a number of loading conditions this
change in shape indeed has an effect on the rib’s ability to resist loading. In both forms of
axial loading univariate analysis showed that older mid-level ribs were significantly stiffer
than younger ribs, with stiffness increasing at around 0.15 N/mm per decade. This increase
was confirmed when tracking the stiffness of ribs for all demographic series. As each
individual was aged from 20 to 90 years, 6th level ribs showed an increase in stiffness of up
to 30 %.
The increased stiffness with age reported here is contrary to changes seen in experimen-
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tal studies (Agnew et al., 2015) which, by their nature, incorporate all variables affecting
rib mechanics rather than just rib shape as has been isolated here. In Agnew et al. (2015)
ribs in axial loading showed a decrease in stiffness at a rate of around −0.33 N/mm per
decade, albeit with considerable variation around this trend (pseudo r-squared value of
stiffness predicted by age of 13.8 %). Despite having opposing directions of change with
age, these two results are not incompatible. Instead, they suggest that while overall rib
shape may change to produce stiffer ribs with age, the aggregation of other age-related
changes (such as material properties that are known to degrade) serve to reduce stiffness
on the whole. Such contrasting effects are not unheard of, and are indeed seen again in
the chest at different scales. In particular, overall chest stiffness is seen to increase with
age (Kent et al., 2003b) in contrast with isolated ribs (Agnew et al., 2015), which are in
turn in contrast to the changes described in the current study showing a stiffening of ribs
due to the isolated effect of shape. Overall, these results point to the importance of address-
ing potential sources of variation independently when creating biomechanical models that
will aggregate to predict a mechanical outcome.
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CHAPTER 5
Ribs in the context of the thoracic skeleton
The previous chapters have dealt primarily with details of the overall size, shape, and
curvature of ribs, along with their orientation within the body. This has consequently
involved only analysis of isolated ribs in their local rib plane (or an analysis of the ori-
entation of that plane). In this chapter we will apply similar parameterization techniques
to other parts of the thoracic skeleton in order to build a body scaffold, and to place the
ribs in their true context in relation to the rest of the thoracic skeleton. The aim here is to
showcase the methodology whereby a limited set of parameters can be used to represent
the geometry of a body part in a local setting, and then to have the accumulation of those
body part geometries make a coherent body. This modular approach is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.1, which highlights the three main anatomic models to be described in this chapter –
namely, the spine, ribs, and sternum – alongside further parametric models of the spatial
relationships between those pieces of anatomy. The following sections will deal with each
individual anatomic model with its local parameters separately, and we will conclude the
chapter by combining these modules to produce an overall thoracic skeleton model that can
flexibly represent the typical rib cage of any chosen demographic population.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the modular parametric modeling approach.
5.1 Spine parameterization
The geometry of the spine provides a basis for the placement of ribs and the rest of the
thoracic skeleton. While the spine itself contains highly detailed and specialized geometry,
we wish simply to describe its position and curvature in a quantitative fashion. This can
be done by taking “a curve through the center of the spinal canal” as the desired shape
to be modeled. In order to produce this geometrically, we can treat the spinal canal as
being formed by a series of vertebral segments and then choose a finite set of parameters
to represent each segment using:
• The height of each vertebral segment
• The angle of each vertebral segment with respect to its inferior neighbor
• The position and angle of the lowest vertebral segment with respect to the body
These quantities can then be measured from CT scans. In Section 1.5.1 we saw that
the first piece of geometry processed for scans in the ICAM database is the spine, and
that the spine is represented by 3D landmarks placed in the spinal canal at each vertebral
level. Using those same spine landmarks, Figure 5.2 depicts the measurement of vertebral
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segment size and vertebral segment angle for an example L4 vertebra.
Figure 5.2: Spine landmark placement with vertebral height and vertebral angle. Land-
marks in the spinal canal at the inferior aspect of three consecutive vertebral bodies allow
for the inner angle to be calculated between two adjacent vertebrae. Vertebral segment
height is parameterized as the straight line distance between consecutive vertebral land-
marks.
Using the population of adult trauma scans (in supine position) from the ICAM mor-
phomics database, these measurements were collected across a wide group of individu-
als and trends with demographics assessed once again using multivariate regression. For
example, scattered data for the adjusted vertebral angle measurements by age for a series
of vertebrae (L4, T12, T8, T4) is shown in Figure 5.3, along with regression corridors
indicating the expected angles by age. The variation within the population is substan-
tial compared to the age effects seen; however, those effects nevertheless reflect clear and
highly significant trends with demographics (p < 0.001) at all vertebral levels. The magni-
tude of vertebral angles is highest in L4 (which forms an over −15° angle with L5 in most
individuals), whereas the clearest age trends are seen near T4, which shows an increasing
angle (or kyphotic curvature) with age. The multivariate regression coefficients (for age,
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height, weight, and sex) for the vertebral segment parameters (identified as V BSEGα and
V BSEGSz) are provided in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.3: Scatter of adjusted vertebral angle (with respect to the inferior vertebral orien-
tation, in degrees) for exemplar vertebral levels. Results show relatively little correlation
between lumbar angle and age at L4, compared with the effect on thoracic vertebrae which
serve to increase spine kyphosis with age.
Finally, in order to place the lowest vertebra (L5) at an appropriate orientation, its angle
(L5pitch) in the sagittal plane with respect to the global z-axis is chosen. That L5pitch
parameter was measured at L5 across all scans, and the resulting coefficients providing the
angle as a function of demographics are found in Equation (5.1). Here again, age (Y) is in
years, sex (S) is 0 for males and 1 for females, height (H) is in meters, and weight (W) is
in kilograms. All coefficients were highly significant (p < 0.001) indicating that the initial
angle of the L5 vertebra is strongly dependent on demographics.
L5pitch = −43.3− 0.0535A+ 1.734S + 16.169H − 0.0222W (5.1)
The results of Equation (5.1) and Table 5.1 provide all that is needed to generate a curve
comprised of single-vertebra segments that runs along the center of the spinal canal. That
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Table 5.1: Vertebral body segment angle and size parameters. Age (A) is in years, sex
(S) is 0 for males and 1 for females, height (H) is in meters, weight (W) is in kilograms,
along with the regression intercept (I). Subscript denotes scale factor. For example, WE-3
indicates weight in kg scaled by 1× 10−3. Coefficients significantly different from zero at
the p < 0.05 level are shown in bold.
V BSEGα (deg) V BSEGSz (mm)
# IE-1 AE-3 SE-2 HE-1 WE-3 IE-1 AE-3 SE-2 HE-1 WE-4
T1 12 14 -61 -23 7 76 2 -109 68 38
T2 -23 13 -42 18 -1 70 5 -114 78 63
T3 1 23 7 17 -13 47 9 -79 96 54
T4 41 30 4 -3 -13 44 13 -68 103 4
T5 30 42 35 5 -12 43 14 -82 110 -13
T6 26 42 47 9 -12 53 17 -91 110 -27
T7 25 39 28 9 -13 53 12 -84 114 -14
T8 21 31 4 1 -4 61 7 -83 112 -11
T9 29 17 9 -12 3 63 5 -68 113 14
T10 19 4 12 -0 -1 55 9 -54 125 16
T11 20 -3 6 6 -5 51 14 -46 140 -6
T12 15 -12 -3 5 -6 65 7 -51 145 23
L1 -34 -31 -1 33 -13 66 -7 -62 159 18
L2 -143 -38 24 77 -21 77 -29 -35 164 -1
L3 -210 -36 1 82 -19 40 -40 -5 181 -2
L4 -222 10 21 36 -11 40 -42 -2 169 -48
L5 -59 -21 -69 -64 -7 71 -8 44 116 21
shape is shown in Figure 5.4 for four separately aged males. For ease of visualization,
vertebral bodies and a line denoting the spinous process have been added. Further discus-
sion of curvature changes with age and a comparison to past literature is provided below in
Section 5.5.3.
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Figure 5.4: Regression predictions used to rebuild average spine shapes of 20, 40, 60, and
80 years individuals. Results reflect greater degrees of kyphosis with age.
5.2 Rib path completion
5.2.1 Rib out-of-plane shape
In Chapter 2 we developed a new method for parameterizing the in-plane shape of
ribs, and in Chapter 3 we described how those in-plane shapes change with demographics.
Recall from the Introduction the definition of the rib coordinate system (shown again in
Figure 5.5), and consider the further aspect of overall shape that is given by the out-of-
plane deviation of ribs as they sweep from their proximal to distal ends.
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Figure 5.5: In-plane view and out-of-plane view of a single rib.
We model the out-of-plane deviation independently to the in-plane shape, and do so as
a function of the overall rib arc length. Rib out-of-plane shape tends to follow a consistent
pattern as depicted in Figure 5.6, which gives this out-of-plane deviation as a function of
proportional distance along the rib length. To ensure equivalent directions of deviation
between left and right rib local coordinate systems, the z-deviation of right-sided ribs was
reversed. Within this convention the neck of the rib generally extends below the rib plane
before passing back above the plane at around mid-shaft. The distal portion of the rib rises
before eventually returning to the plane (at z = 0) at its distal end.
A cubic Bezier curve was used to fit the out-of-plane deviation signal, with the restric-
tion that the ends of the fitted curve were constrained to the origin (0,0) and rib anterior
end (1,0) as illustrated in Figure 5.6. The mathematical bases for this Bezier curve are
Bernstein polynomials of degree 3, 3`(1− `)2 and 3`2(1− `), where ` ranges from 0 to 1.
Therefore, the fitted curve can be determined by regression coefficients corresponding
to these two bases, ZA and ZB as given in Equation (5.2).
E(Deviation | `) = ZA(3`(1− `)2) + ZB(3`2(1− `)) (5.2)
5.2.1.1 Out-of-plane shape parameters by demographics
In a similar fashion to the regression to demographics that were performed for the
in-plane shape parameters for each rib, regression analyses were performed for the two
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Figure 5.6: Rib out-of-plane deviation. Original centroidal deviation is shown as a function
of relative rib centroidal length `, with Bezier curve from fitted ZA and ZB parameters.
out-of-plane parameters ZA and ZB. Their resulting coefficients to age, height, weight, and
sex are shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Rib out-of-plane parameters by demographics.
ZA (mm) ZB (mm)
# IE-1 AE-3 SE-1 HE-1 WE-3 IE-1 AE-3 SE-1 HE-1 WE-3
1 22 7 -15 20 -3 -19 -6 14 -26 4
2 -57 119 -21 -47 41 49 -124 24 41 -38
3 -185 137 13 -9 44 187 -149 -7 6 -49
4 -270 159 16 -2 44 266 -166 -8 5 -53
5 -239 199 -10 -36 27 238 -202 17 42 -37
6 -300 177 -33 -44 49 304 -179 37 49 -59
7 -200 104 -40 -134 69 197 -103 44 144 -78
8 -154 52 -30 -186 105 148 -47 33 200 -113
9 -64 33 -14 -197 110 55 -29 14 210 -116
10 -4 29 4 -137 72 5 -24 -5 138 -77
11 82 8 10 -67 14 -81 -2 -12 65 -18
12 1 -23 9 1 14 -1 25 -10 -2 -18
As can be seen in Table 5.2, age has a significant effect on the out-of-plane parameters,
particularly for ribs 2 through 9. Increasing age serves both to increase the ZA parameter
and to decrease the ZB parameter, with both ZA and ZB moving towards zero with increas-
ing age. It can be seen that in this way a further flattening of the overall rib shape is present
with age, as elderly ribs are found to be more planar (i.e., have less overall out-of-plane
deviation) than younger ribs.
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A similar effect is seen with added weight, whereby heavier individuals are associated
with significantly less out-of-plane deviation (zA increases, ZB decreases). Other changes
with demographics include a clear gender difference whereby females tend to have signifi-
cantly more out-of-plane deviation than males, at least in mid-level ribs 5 to 9.
5.2.2 Rib placement
In Chapter 3 we identified three orientation parameters (αPH , αLS , αBH) which describe
the pose of ribs within the body, and built regression models that can predict these angles
based on demographic factors. However, these angles alone do not allow us to place the
ribs in their correct 3D position with respect to the spine. Here, we will identify a further
three parameters per rib to describe the x-, y-, and z-coordinate of that rib’s proximal end
as an offset from the center of the spinal canal at their corresponding vertebral level. The
precise location on the spine from which rib ends are offset is chosen to be along the spinal
canal at the inferior aspect of the vertebral body. For example, the position of the proximal
end of a given person’s 6th ribs might lie 12 mm lateral (RIBOFFx parameter) from the
midline their T6 vertebra, 3 mm posterior (RIBOFFy) to the center of the spinal canal at
T6, and 6 mm superior (RIBOFFz) to the inferior aspect of T6.
Regression coefficients to demographic predictors of these three offsets from the spine
are provided in Table 5.3.
Results show that there are indeed significant – albeit small in magnitude – differences
across demographics in the position of ribs relative to the spinal canal. Older individuals,
males, and taller individuals each have the lateral position of ribs further from the body
mid-line sagittal plane. Similarly, females have their ribs positioned around 1.3 mm more
anterior relative to the spinal canal than males.
It is expected that some of these differences are actually describing differences in verte-
bral size. In the limited representation of the vertebral bodies used here there is no explicit
width of vertebrae or size of the transverse processes extending from the vertebral bodies.
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Table 5.3: Rib positional offsets from the spinal canal as parameters by demographics.
RIBOFFx (mm) RIBOFFy (mm) RIBOFFz (mm)
# IE-1 AE-4 SE-2 HE-2 WE-4 IE-1 AE-3 SE-2 HE-1 WE-3 IE-1 AE-3 SE-2 HE-1 WE-3
1 75 133 -106 449 77 94 40 -222 65 -17 -75 45 45 13 -60
2 87 171 -114 404 17 73 41 -163 66 -22 -74 59 14 -23 -42
3 95 159 -132 329 46 47 44 -130 52 -11 -63 38 -7 -36 -30
4 84 151 -122 366 29 32 48 -125 50 -16 -55 29 -27 -48 -25
5 77 154 -115 402 29 19 38 -121 52 -17 -46 13 -13 -62 -17
6 83 149 -113 374 51 7 25 -132 52 -14 -50 7 14 -73 -5
7 84 166 -128 386 59 -14 16 -117 52 -7 -72 7 53 -71 -5
8 77 221 -131 443 62 3 3 -118 33 -5 -102 10 112 -65 -4
9 93 227 -137 381 83 17 -7 -102 20 -4 -83 13 127 -83 -2
10 93 207 -122 458 69 13 -8 -83 17 -3 -110 4 187 -66 -7
11 96 246 -155 540 76 9 0 -83 7 -1 -72 -15 187 -75 1
12 117 297 -174 485 51 -3 -5 -49 7 2 -73 -23 75 -55 8
As such, that information is embedded in the offsets reported in Table 5.3, however this
representation is still deemed adequate for its purpose of placing ribs in an anatomically
correct position within the thorax.
5.3 Sternal parameterization
The sternum is a unique bone in the body, actually made up from a number of smaller
sternal bodies that ossify during early development and childhood, and fuse later in adoles-
cence. Specifically, the sternum in a fully grown adult consists of a manubrium, a sternal
body, and a xyphoid process as shown in Figure 5.7 Sobotta (1911).
In order to describe an outline of the sternum in its local plane, we place landmarks
in the center of every notch between the sternum and its connecting costal cartilage. This
was done using a custom interface written in MATLAB which provides reformatted views
through the curved surface of the chest wall in which the rib notches are easily visualized
as shown in Figure 5.8. Each notch can then be parameterized by its position with respect
to a local sternum coordinate system or plane, which is set up as follows:
• The origin sits at the sternal angle – specified as the mid-point of the two 2nd rib
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Figure 5.7: Sternum anatomy showing notch locations (Sobotta, 1911).
Figure 5.8: Landmark placement for rib notches on sternum.
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sternal notches
• The plane z-axis extends from the origin through the mid-point of the two 7th rib
sternal notches
• The lateral x-axis is perpendicular to the primary axis, pointing in the average left to
right direction specified by each left-right pair of notch landmarks 1 through 7
Evaluated with respect to this plane, each notch location (for ribs 1–7, left and right) has
a local x-, y-, and z-component. Data for the left and right sides were averaged such that
only one set of 7 rib levels is used (i.e., lateral symmetry is assumed), and the x-coordinate
is specified as a positive lateral offset from the midline of the sternum. The resulting
demographics-based regression coefficients for each of these local plane coordinates are
given in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Sternal notch position parameters with respect to the local sternal plane.
STNOTCHx (mm) STNOTCHy (mm) STNOTCHz (mm)
# IE-1 AE-3 SE-2 HE-1 WE-3 IE-1 AE-3 SE-2 HE-1 WE-4 IE0 AE-3 SE-1 HE-1 WE-4
1 187 -17 -238 66 -6 -2 25 28 68 55 13 -14 -11 116 -105
2 -16 19 -24 75 2 0 0 -0 -0 -0 0 0 -0 -0 -0
3 84 -8 -123 43 -8 51 1 -112 -37 -113 -20 1 30 -69 23
4 55 -9 -46 73 -12 38 -12 -125 -33 -117 -35 1 52 -141 78
5 73 -14 -102 64 -5 22 -13 -49 -17 -146 -57 15 81 -143 25
6 -48 22 -1 87 9 76 -4 -98 -43 -78 -71 7 93 -146 47
7 -69 18 33 61 26 0 0 -0 -0 -0 -71 -21 101 -189 -34
5.3.1 Sternal plane position and orientation
With the outline of a sternum within its own local plane provided by the parameters
STNOTCH[x|y|z], it is now necessary to place and orient the sternum appropriately in the
body. Its position can be described with reference to nearby anatomical landmarks. For
example, the offset between the sternum and the spine could be measured, and the sternum
plane placed based on that parameterization. We chose instead to use the ribs themselves
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as a reference geometry, and parameterized the position of the sternal angle with respect to
the distal ends of the 2nd ribs as shown in Figure 5.9. Descriptions of the three parameters
required for this scheme are below, and results for demographic coefficients predicting
these parameters are given in Table 5.5.
Figure 5.9: Sternum plane placement and orientation. The plane origin (largest sphere
marker) is parameterized by its offset (STNM[y|z]Offset) from the midpoint between 2nd rib
distal ends (smallest sphere marker). The sternum plane pitch (STNMpitch) is measured
against the vertical axis in the sagittal view.
STNMpitch is the pitch angle (deg) that the sternum plane makes with the scan Z-axis.
Lower STNMpitch angles result in more vertically oriented sternum. Symmetry is
assumed, so other angles (roll or twist left/right) remain zeroed.
STNMyOffset, STNMzOffset specify the offset distances (mm) from the midpoint between the
distal ends of the left and right 2nd ribs to the origin of the sternum plane in global Y
(anterior) and Z (superior) directions.
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Table 5.5: Sternum plane parameters describing the position and orientation of the sternum
with respect to the 2nd rib ends.
STNMpitch (deg) STNMyOffset (mm) STNMzOffset (mm)
IE-1 AE-4 SE-2 HE0 WE-2 IE-1 AE-3 SE-3 HE-1 WE-4 IE-1 AE-4 SE-2 HE-3 WE-4
347 -971 -439 -17 22 118 34 748 -104 -297 -89 -239 216 941 238
5.4 Full thoracic skeleton results
Using each of the parameterized geometries described above along with their regression
coefficients to age, height, weight, and sex (which allow us to predict those parameters for a
given demographic), we can collect results into a parametric model of the thoracic skeleton
and rib cage.
Each individual piece of geometry can be developed in an isolated fashion based on
parameters defining that geometry, and then the pieces can be combined by further param-
eters defining their relationships. For example, the ribs as defined by Chapters 2 and 3 form
a coherent model of isolated ribs, and can subsequently be combined with the structure for
a spine by specifying their relationship (i.e., positional offset and angle) from that spine.
This modular approach is outlined in Figure 5.10 which shows the process for building and
combining each piece of geometry.
Using the process outlined in Figure 5.10, along with the various sets of regression
coefficients for the parameters needed to make geometries within that process, we can
begin to build a full thoracic skeleton which, similarly to the ribs from previous chapters,
can show the changes in geometry that are seen across demographics. Figures 5.11 and 5.12
shows these changes across each of the four demographic factors by taking a baseline
geometry built from a young mid-size male (20 years, 175 cm, 76 kg), and then varying
each of age or sex (Figure 5.11) or height or weight (Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.10: Flowchart showing the process for building the thoracic skeleton from individual parameters, beginning with the positions
of vertebral bodies in the spine, followed by ribs offset from the spine, followed again by the sternum as offset from the ribs.
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Figure 5.11: Age and sex effects on rib cage geometry.
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Figure 5.12: Height and weight effects on rib cage geometry.
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5.5 Discussion of overall changes
5.5.1 Rib arc length
Results above showed that as age increases, the parameters ZA and ZB each change so
as to reduce the out-of-plane deviation of ribs. In other words, as we age we tend to see
ribs flattening out to become more planar. This is an important result and gives context
to the changes in the in-plane rib shapes that were found with age in previous chapters.
In Chapter 3 (highlighted in particular by Figures 3.13, 3.15 and 3.17) we saw that as the
end-to-end length and in-plane aspect ratio of ribs increase with age, so too does their
overall in-plane arc length (L2d). This fact alone would be difficult to reconcile with the
generally held truth that bone growth (the actual extension of long bones rather than mere
remodeling) no longer occurs after skeletal maturity is reached. However when the 2D
in-plane length is combined with the out-of-plane length, there is potential for increases in
the former to be offset by decreases in the latter.
Testing this at the 6th rib level, we find that multivariate regression to L2d shows that age
is a small but significant factor in in-plane length (p = 0.008, L2d increasing at 0.5 mm per
decade). When accounting for both in-plane and out-of-plane shape, however, regression
to L3d no longer has age as a significant predictor of rib length (p = 0.25 at rib 6 and
p > 0.05 for other mid-level ribs). In other words, results show that the overall arc length
of ribs does not change significantly with age, whereas the path that the rib takes from its
proximal to distal end does change with age. While it is not the focus of this thesis to
investigate the underlying mechanisms that bring about this change, one hypothesis might
be that repeated mechanical loading across the respiration cycle throughout a lifetime could
lead to changing shape. Another possible mechanism could come from changes in material
properties of the ribs and surrounding tissue that occur with age and might lead to altered
stress states across the rib cage, which in turn reshape overall rib curvature.
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5.5.2 Rib cage depth
Another thoracic feature of interest is that of overall chest depth (i.e., the anterior-
posterior depth of the rib cage and sternum), which has implications when considering
anterior loading of the thorax in MVCs. Shi et al. (2014) and Wang et al. (2016) reported
an increase in overall rib cage depth with age, and results from the current work illustrated
in Figure 5.11 confirm this effect, if to a slightly higher magnitude1.
In the current study, the choice for sternum position is specified by the relative location
of the 2nd rib notch to the distal ends of the 2nd ribs. As highlighted by Table 5.5, none of the
resulting offset coefficients were seen to be significantly different from zero. Specifically,
STNMyOffset indicates an independent effect of age is to shift the sternum only marginally
more anteriorly from the ribs, at a rate of just 0.34 mm per decade. These results help to
explain that the primary source of that depth increase of the chest comes from changes to
the ribs themselves, rather than any relative shift of the sternum due to changes in costal
cartilage. Specifically, the combined increases in rib αPH angle and span Sx with age serve
to push the distal ends of ribs both superiorly and anteriorly from their attachment points on
spine. The overall age effect is illustrated in Figure 5.13, which highlights the cumulative
changes to the spine (increased kyphosis) and ribs (as above) that serve to bring the anterior
aspect of the chest further anteriorly with increasing age.
1Chest depth is not explicitly reported by Shi et al. (2014); Wang et al. (2016) however figures indicate an
approximate 10% increase mid-sternum compared to 15% in the current work.
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Figure 5.13: Age effect on rib cage shape and depth for F50 (162 cm, 73 kg) females rang-
ing from 20 to 90 years of age at 10-year increments. All individuals are centered at their
T6 vertebra, and ribs 2 and 6 are shown along with the position of the sternum 2nd rib
notches.
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5.5.3 Spine curvature
In order to compare results for the spine to past literature, Figure 5.14 shows the thoracic
spine curvatures of a 20 year-old and 80 year-old man with 175 cm height and 25 kg/m2
BMI predicted by the demographics-based regression models, and those reported by two
previous studies (Gayzik et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2016). The two previous studies used
a point cloud of landmarks placed on vertebral bodies (with each study choosing slightly
different vertebral locations), rather than the spinal canal as has been used in here. The
methodology for developing spine geometry in the previous studies was a combination of
GPA and PCA of the coordinate positions for the cloud of landmarks, which differs from the
currently presented parameterization scheme. Another difference is the number and source
of subjects in each study (63 for Gayzik et al. (2008) and 101 for Wang et al. (2016)).
Here we have included a broader population base (of approximately 1000 subjects), and
have used a specific parameterization that directly uses intrinsic geometric properties of
the spine. Despite the differing methodologies, all studies show increased kyphosis with
increased age.
When validating the results for accurate reflection of real spine curvature when that
geometry was originally obtained using PCA, one might choose local measures such as
the relative angle between vertebrae, and then assess whether the results obtained from
the predicted geometry match well to the values seen throughout the population. One
advantage of the parameterization scheme used here is that we are directly incorporating
such measures into our parameterization, ensuring that there is no discrepancy between the
expected values from the population and the actual produced geometry. This advantage is
reflected in the plotted measures for vertebral angles shown in Figure 5.15, where it can be
seen that the current results produce much smoother spine curvature than the two reference
studies. It is unlikely, for example, that the T6 and T7 vertebrae differ in relative angle by
almost 20° (as seen in Figure 5.15 for the Gayzik et al. (2008) 80 year-old). This particular
example may come from an anomaly in the original dataset used in that study, however it
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is also clear from Figure 5.15 that the methodology and population used here provide (by
design) spine curves free of such anomalies.
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Figure 5.14: Age effect on thoracic spine curvature for 175 cm men with BMI 25 (weight
76 kg). Comparative values shown for two previous studies, however methodology differs
with only the current study using spinal canal points for landmarks.
Another way of validating the resulting spine geometry is to use global measures of
spine curvature. A standard clinical measure is the Cobb angle, which is derived from the
inner angle in the sagittal plane subtended between the superior end-plate of the T4 vertebra
and the inferior end-plate of the T9 vertebra. Taking end-plate surfaces as lying perpen-
dicular to the spinal canal, this T4–T9 Cobb angle was measured from the CT scans in
the adult population, resulting in a mean and standard deviation of 26.4° and 8.7°, respec-
tively. This matches well to a population of adults without disease or skeletal deformity
measured by Goh (2000), which had mean Cobb angles of 28.5° with standard deviation
of 10.7°. Using linear regression of demographic factors to Cobb angle results within the
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Figure 5.15: Age effect on thoracic spine curvature for 175 cm men with BMI 25 (weight
76 kg). Comparative values shown for two previous studies, however methodology differs
with only the current study using spinal canal points for landmarks.
current CT population, the independent effect of age was seen to increase Cobb angle by
1.7° per decade (p < 0.001). To validate that spines recreated using the current method
of segment-wise parameters for segment height and relative angle, a series of M50 male
spines were rebuilt based on the demographics regression models to spine parameters. Cor-
respondingly, the predicted values based on regression from within the population for those
same demographics were calculated. Figure 5.16 shows that the trend of increasing Cobb
angle with age is well matched by the rebuilt spine shapes, albeit with a slightly higher rate
of change (2.2° per decade).
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of T4–T9 Cobb angles between the expected values as measured
directly from the population, and the resulting values from building spines via parameter-
ized segments.
5.6 Discussion of methodology
This chapter has described a modular approach to the geometric modeling of thoracic
anatomy. The focus has been on targeted models of individual anatomic components along
with targeted models of those components’ relationships. To conclude the chapter we will
discuss the differences between this approach and that of the more generalized technique
of using GPA and PCA to quantify shape via a cloud of homologous landmarks placed
across the thoracic skeleton. The general methodology for using GPA and PCA is, broadly
speaking, a 3-step process:
1. Perform GPA on the point clouds of landmarks from multiple subjects to minimize
variance in their shared position and orientation.
2. Perform PCA to capture the principal components (directions and magnitudes) of the
remaining variance between subjects’ landmarks.
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3. Use regression to describe those principal components in terms of demographic fac-
tors such as age.
Using the methodology above all landmarks are free to translate in independent direc-
tions driven by their principal components, and their accumulated movement provides for
non-linear “morphing” of the point cloud (as opposed to linear scaling of the cloud as a
rigid body) with changes in the predictive demographic factors. However, one property of
the PCA methodology when applied to a whole rib cage (Gayzik et al., 2008; Shi et al.,
2014; Wang et al., 2016) is that each of the individual landmarks alone are restricted to
purely linear translation based on their individual principal component directions. In other
words, when considering any given landmark across the rib cage, its position when pre-
dicted by PCA for any arbitrary age will always lie along a single vector in space. When
predicted via linear regression, the “movement” of a landmark along this vector will be
constant (with, say, increasing age). When using regression analyses with higher powered
terms or other non-linear coefficients the movement of a landmark will no longer be con-
stant with age, yet it will still be restricted to the same linear path. As stated above, the
accumulated effect of movement from multiple landmarks can make for non-linear change
in the overall structure, which is likely to be sufficient for many aspects of anatomic varia-
tion. However, there are forms of movement that are not possible to represent using purely
linear changes.
The modular approach which has been used in this chapter overcomes this constraint by
modeling individual aspects of geometry as separable components and allowing their com-
bined results to dictate final landmark positions. For example, if the physical representation
of changes in rib angle are well modeled by a rotation around their articulation point at the
spine, then a landmark at the rib distal end would follow an arced trajectory as rib angle
changes. This arc trajectory would be approximated by a best-fitting straight line using a
PCA-based methodology, but would be modeled directly using the modular approach taken
in this chapter which explicitly uses rib angle as a model parameter. This approach is sim-
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ilar to that used by Weaver et al. (2014) who applied GPA models to individual ribs, then
quantified each rib’s position and orientation under separate analyses. It should be stressed
that such approaches are not free of all mathematical constraints on landmark position.
Instead, constraints are distributed across the individual models of geometry that are used
for each piece of anatomy. In that sense, it is important when using the modular approach
to select individual models that realistically represent their targeted pieces of anatomy.
One way of assessing the accuracy of modeled geometry is to compare the geomet-
ric features of any resulting geometry to those same features as measured from within an
underlying population. This can be done using a PCA methodology by simply taking mea-
surements (such as local rib, spine, or sternum measures, or indeed aggregate measures of
chest depths, spine shape, etc.) from the resultant geometry after it has been predicted by
demographic factors. However, a point which has been stressed throughout this thesis is
the importance of incorporating as many of these same geometric measures as possible as
direct parameters to any modular parametric model of geometry. This is reflected in the
choices for rib shape model parameters to directly include rib size, aspect ratio, skewness,
and orientation angles, along with choices for other anatomy such as vertebral segment
size and relative angle to represent spine curvature. By explicitly making these choices for
model parameters we ensure that the most accurate estimate (at least to the accuracy of the
regression model used) of such geometric properties is provided.
Another advantage of the modular approach is that it results in meaningful model
parameters that are easily understood. A well-known drawback to PCA-based models is
that their output coefficients have no direct meaning (other than their mathematical repre-
sentation of the principal components), and are interpreted or understood only indirectly by
observation of their effects on the underlying structure. With the modular approach used
here, however, each separate parametric model can be designed to include physically mean-
ingful parameters such that their values can immediately provide insight. This is advanta-
geous when trying to understand trends across demographic populations since regression
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coefficients to demographic factors inherently provide the magnitude and direction of those
changes. Importantly, such results also allow direct comparisons even to individuals who
were not part of an original study population.
Overall, a primary feature of the modular approach is that intent can (and in fact should)
be built into each anatomic component. If a researcher intends to evaluate the final model’s
accuracy in terms of specific geometric properties (say, rib angle or rib aspect ratio), then
whenever possible, it is beneficial to include those geometric properties as directly mod-
eled parameters. While this takes additional effort in terms of component model design than
what a single generalized approach would require, it also has the potential to increase model
accuracy, make it easier to assess that accuracy, and importantly, enhance the utility of the
model as an explanatory tool. In this chapter we have used the modular approach to quan-
titatively describe thoracic anatomy, and have shown its explanatory power for describing
changes across demographics at both the individual component level, and also at the level
of a combined model of the overall thoracic skeleton.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions
The thoracic skeleton is a complex structure consisting of multiple, differently shaped
bones arranged to collectively form a cage that protects vital organs such as the heart, lungs,
and major blood vessels. On the scale of populations, the geometry is further complicated
by the fact that no two bodies are equivalent. Considerable variation is seen at every level of
anatomy from overall chest sizes and aspect ratios, through to positioning and orientation
of bones within the chest wall, and further still to the local curvature or geometric makeup
of those bones.
Thoracic injuries occur at high rates in MVCs and are associated with increased mor-
tality. Particularly in frontal crashes where the body is loaded through the chest, both chest
deformation and rib fractures play a major role in these outcomes. Current physical ATD
models and computational human body models are used as tools for engineers to improve
occupant protection in the event of a crash. Recent trends suggest that a number of vul-
nerable populations are at higher risk of injury or death than the general population and
may require specific attention in order to provide protection that is more tailored to their
body makeup. These vulnerable populations tend to have demographic factors that are not
typically represented in ATDs; they instead lie towards the extremities of population dis-
tributions in those factors, such as obese or elderly occupants who are at the upper ends
of the weight and age spectrum, respectively. Similarly, females are underrepresented in
the physical or computational models available today, a fact that no doubt contributes to
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their increased risk of injury in a number of MVC scenarios. With each vulnerable popu-
lation subgroup varying considerably in their makeup, no single model of their geometry
is likely to offer the most benefit to engineers. Instead a more flexible modeling approach
that has the ability to represent a greater breadth of the population is preferred. This thesis
examines thoracic geometry from a broad population and aims to contribute to the body of
knowledge that is required to build such a modeling system.
6.1 Study conclusions
This thesis has explored variations in thoracic geometric seen in the adult population
and takes particular focus on the overall geometric makeup of human ribs. Revisiting the
research goals set out in the Introduction, in studying population variability we have also
attempted to address the following questions: What is the effect of age on the geometry of
the ribs and the rib cage, and do any such changes have mechanical consequences in terms
of the response of the body when subjected to loading?
The primary aspect of geometry that has been addressed in this thesis is the overall
in-plane shape of human ribs. As an answer to the first part of the question above, we can
conclude that significant shape changes to the ribs do in fact occur with age. Taking the
6th rib level as an example, we have found that the distance or span between ribs ends (Sx)
tends to increase at a rate of 2.6 mm per decade. Correspondingly, the height of a rib in its
local plane decreases resulting in an increased aspect ratio – represented in this thesis by
reductions with age in the YPk rib shape parameter. Coupled with results from Chapter 5
that also show a reduction in the out-of-plane deviation with age, this newly discovered in-
plane age effect does not point to an overall lengthening of the rib as a whole, but instead
suggest a reshaping of its centroidal path to form a flatter and more elongated curvature in
older individuals (a change which best described graphically in any of Figures 3.10, 3.14,
3.16 and 5.13).
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The second part of the question above is addressed via simulations presented in Chap-
ter 4 that are aimed exclusively at isolating the effect of rib shape on its stiffness when
subjected to simple loading conditions. Results found that the contribution to stiffness in
axial loading that is brought about by shape was indeed seen to increase with age. Using
the stiffness of typical 20-year-old rib shapes as a baseline, an approximately 14 % increase
in stiffness was seen when loading typical 80-year-old rib shapes from otherwise equivalent
demographics.
6.2 Study contributions
The specific contributions of this thesis are:
1. A new mathematical model of human rib shape. The six-parameter shape model
presented in Chapter 2 offers the most accurate mathematical model to date for rep-
resenting the in-plane shape of a rib’s geometry. It uses logarithmic spirals and a
simpler and more direct set of parameters than previous models, which leads to an
improved ability to aggregate ribs to produce statistically generated rib shapes, and
those resulting shapes have a higher degree of curvature continuity.
2. A predictive model for generating rib shapes based on population statistics, providing
rib geometry that is representative of a given demographic specified in terms of age,
height, weight, and sex. The statistical model provided in Chapter 3 is given in the
form of a compact matrix of coefficients passed to linear regression models for each
shape parameter. The resulting ribs are shown to match well to other measures of
shape not explicitly included in the parameterization scheme. Its use in building
flexible population-based models is demonstrated by the production of typical rib
shapes from all rib levels that are representative of targeted groups from broadly
sampled demographics factors.
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3. A previously unreported outcome resulting in new information for the crash safety
community regarding the relative effect of age on rib geometry. Older ribs are seen to
have longer span with flatter overall curvature (both in-plane and out-of-plane). This
change in centroidal geometry is found to be more strongly related to the independent
effects of age than previously reported age-related changes in the angle of ribs in the
sagittal plane.
4. An analysis of the likely independent effect of the identified shape changes on the
mechanical stiffness of ribs to loading. The results of this analysis are useful to users
and developers of human body computational models who wish to incorporate the
concept of person age into their work. Results provide these researchers with the
information that there is an approximately 14 % relative difference in rib stiffness
under anterior loading between young and old adult models that comes about via the
identified changes with age in overall rib shape.
5. A new parametric technique for building a scaffold model of the thoracic skeleton.
Based on a similar methodology to the parametric rib shape model, we combine
independent modeling of the spine via vertebral segments, the sternum via its rib
notch locations, and other parameterizations for spatial relationships between parts
of the body, and the resulting whole gives a coherent geometric representation of the
thoracic cage. The modular approach once again uses direct measures of anatomy
where possible in its parameterization. This helps ensure that any resulting geometry
built from statistical operations on parameters will reflect shape properties that would
be expected if measured directly from within the original population.
6.3 Applications and future work
The work presented in this thesis can be either applied or extended in a number of
directions. The fields of application include clinical settings that may benefit from quanti-
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tative measures of rib shape for the diagnosis of disease or deformity or for the treatment
of injury. Results are also relevant to research into the biomechanical properties of ribs and
the rib cage, particularly those addressing population variability in these properties. This
thesis will conclude with a selection of specific applications to which its contents could be
applied, along with the areas of future research that could improve upon its results.
6.3.1 Device design
One property of logarithmic spirals is that the curvature along their length is not con-
stant, but instead changes continuously around rotational coordinate positions. The excep-
tionally strong fit between logarithmic spirals and true rib geometry highlighted by this
thesis suggests that ribs also possess this property of continuous change in curvature along
their length. SRF devices are built to span a large enough segment of the rib so as to stabi-
lize a region containing one or more fractures, and consequently the precise local curvature
at each fixation point is likely to be different, at least to some small degree. Some SRF
devices are manufactured to a predetermined radius of curvature, in many cases a constant
curvature. Results from this thesis suggest that in such cases, compliance between device
and cortical surface may be better at one fixation end than the other, leaving potential for
an improvement in device design based on the adoption of a device built with varying cur-
vature along its length. Furthermore, given limitations on the number of devices expected
to be held at any one institution, the population data presented in Chapter 3 would be an
excellent source from which to select the particular curvature parameters in those devices
that would provide best coverage for their intended recipients.
6.3.2 Computational modeling
In its current form, the results presented in this thesis regarding predicted shapes of
ribs and the rib cage can be used to assess the geometry of currently available human body
models. Shi et al. (2014); Wang et al. (2016); Weaver et al. (2014) have each presented
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shape models for the thorax that have been used to morph geometry based on the same
demographics factors that are considered here, and the results from this thesis are ideally
placed to help verify the results from those studies. For example, each of the studies listed
includes methods to adjust overall rib geometry, and thus produce new rib shapes that
are intended to represent a chosen demographic. Intrinsic geometry measurements from
those new rib shapes such as their size, aspect ratio, and skewness could be measured
for comparison to the values measured from the large population that is reported in this
study. Similarly, and as has been presented in Chapter 5 with regards to spine curvature
and chest depth, the accumulated effects of individual body component changes can lead
to more global changes that could be used to assess body size and shape. Such validation
is routinely performed for global measures of thorax shape, and adding the validation of
local measures to those morphing methodologies would allow for easier identification of
potential mismatches between the intended target and the regenerated body geometries,
consequently adding to the veracity of those morphing tools.
The model of the thoracic skeleton itself as presented in Chapter 5 provides a similar
opportunity to develop a body morphing scheme that can drive modifications of existing FE
models of the thorax to fit specific target demographics. The model as presented does use
some simplifications in its geometry that would need to be considered before it is applied
to a full 3D node and element cloud. For example, morphing handles work best when
they fully surround a given geometry, thus making the transformation of geometry to new
positions a matter of interpolation within the handles rather than extrapolation. The choice
of simplified scaffolding (ribs as a single curve, spine as a series of segment lines) means
that no cross-sectional morphing of any bony geometry would be feasible and thus would
need to be handled appropriately by additional morphing constraints. Nevertheless, such
considerations are needed for almost all forms of mesh morphing, and the model presented
in this thesis has additional benefits from its direct use of geometric measures that would
address a number of questions in terms of accuracy that often come from morphing of
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human body geometry.
6.3.3 Future directions
As noted in the discussion of Chapter 3, the shape model presented for ribs is focused
on the central axis of the rib and does not capture cross sectional geometry or other changes
in rib cortical surfaces that may vary across the population. Perz et al. (2015) has explored
the potential for cross sectional geometry of the ribs to be extracted from clinical and other
higher resolution CT scans. Results there showed that higher resolution scans were capable
of discerning cortical bone cross sectional surface to an acceptable accuracy, and conclu-
sions included a provision that error in the determination of the rib geometrical properties
due to limited image resolution in clinical CT could most likely be reduced by the develop-
ment of correction functions based on direct comparisons to higher resolution scans. This
suggests that, as long as measures could be taken to a sufficient accuracy from clinical
scans, the population and image data utilized in this study could also be used to explore
aspects of cross sectional rib geometry. This is likely to be limited to a subset of the higher
resolution scans and comprise gross measures of cross-section rather than precise cortical
thickness; however, a description of changes in those measures across the population would
provide a basis to expand upon the results that have been presented in this thesis for overall
rib shape.
Another area of future work is to extend the population considered in this thesis, as here
were we have focused only on the adult population. This has been, in part, so as to separate
changes in geometry that occur after skeletal maturity from the changes during growth,
as these changes are driven by substantially different biological processes. Doing so has
meant that simpler statistical representations of change (i.e., linear change with age) have
been appropriate for our purposes. Nevertheless, the corresponding application of the shape
model presented here to children will enhance our understanding of the geometric changes
during growth and is a valuable direction of future research. Furthermore, a non-linear
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statistical model that appropriately treats the multiple growth periods to adolescence, the
transition period to adulthood, and indeed the various stages of aging would be a significant
step towards a truly universal modeling system that is inclusive to people of all ages.
Finally, the skeletal geometry of the thorax is one part of a much larger whole. There is
space to apply the techniques used here to other aspects of anatomy to similarly understand
their variation across the population. Within the chest wall, the costal cartilage, intercostal
and surrounding musculature, joint spaces, and further sternum or clavicular parameteri-
zations would be ideal targets for expanding the scope of the work presented here. All of
these components, and indeed aspects beyond mere geometry such as the material compo-
sition of those components, play key roles in the response of the chest to loading. In order
to include material parameterizations, medical imaging alone (from CT in the case of this
thesis) does not directly provide the material composition output required for FE modeling
of a given tissue’s mechanics. However, where experimental testing has produced popu-
lation corridors for particular material properties, there is the possibility that coupling of
those corridors to other features measured from clinical imaging (and hence from a wide
population of individuals) can be achieved.
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